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Product and Documentation Changes
SKOV A/S reserves the right to change this document and the product herein described without further notice.
In case of doubt, please contact SKOV A/S.
The date of change appears from the front and back page.
IMPORTANT!
Note concerning alarm systems
Breakdowns, malfunctions or faulty settings may cause substantial damage and financial losses when regulating and controlling the climate in a livestock house. It is therefore essential to install a separate, independent
alarm system that monitors the house climate concurrently with the climate and production controller. According
to EU-directive No. 98/58/EU an alarm system must be installed in all mechanically ventilated house.
We would like to draw your attention to the fact that the product liability clause of general terms and conditions
of sale and delivery specifies that an alarm system must be installed.

In case of an operating error or inappropriate use, ventilation systems can result in production
losses or cause loss of lives among livestock.
We recommend that ventilation systems should be mounted, operated and serviced only by
trained staff and that a separate emergency opening unit and an alarm system be installed as well
as maintained and tested at regular intervals, according to our terms and conditions of sale and
delivery.
Installation, servicing and troubleshooting of all electrical equipment must be carried out by qualified personnel in compliance with the applicable national and international standard EN 60204-1
and any other EU standards that are applicable in Europe.
The installation of a power supply isolator is required for each motor and power supply to facilitate
voltage-free work on the electrical equipment. The power supply isolator is not included.
Note
• All rights belong to SKOV A/S. No part of this manual may be reproduced in any manner whatsoever without
the expressed written permission of SKOV A/S in each case.
• All reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this manual.
Should any mistakes or imprecise information occur in spite of this, SKOV A/S would appreciate being notified thereof.
• Irrespective of the above, SKOV A/S shall not accept any liability with regard to loss or damage caused or
alleged to be caused by reliance on any information contained herein.
• Copyright by SKOV A/S.
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1 Product description
DOL 53X is a series of one-house controllers specifically designed for poultry houses. The controller series includes several variants. Each of them meets the different requirements for climate and production control in
connection with the production forms and geographical climatic conditions.
• DOL 534 climate controller
• DOL 535 production controller
• DOL 539 climate and production controller (obtained by combining DOL 534 and DOL 535)
DOL 534 is available in the following climate variants:
• LPV
• Tunnel
• Combi-Tunnel
• Natural ventilation
DOL 535 is available in the following production variants:
• Broiler (broiler)
• Breeder (parent stock)
• Layer (layers)
The controller is operated via a large touch display with graphical views of the ventilation status, icons and
curves, among other things. Front views may be adapted in accordance with the user requirements so that the
most frequently used working procedures are easily accessible. In addition, a wide range of functions such as
24-hour clock, light, water meter, and extra sensor are named by the user, so the functions are easier to recognise in menus and alarms.
Along with two USB ports, DOL 53X provides two LAN ports for connection of the management program FarmOnline.
This manual describes the functionality of the variants DOL 534 and DOL 539 (hereafter called DOL 53X).
Curve regulation
DOL 53X can regulate the climate on the based on curves for temperature, heat, humidity, outside temperature,
minimum and maximum ventilation. In daily operations it is therefore only necessary to make slight adjustments
to the control parameters in relation to any possible production deviations, such as an outbreak of disease for
example.
Optimized regulation
DOL 53X has a method for advanced climate control which improves the association between the humidity and
temperature regulation in the house. The present climate is thus currently being optimized by using the collected
historical data. The method provides much smoother and more uniform control.
SKOV A/S congratulate you on your new
DOL 53X Climate Controller

Technical Manual
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2 Procedure
This technical manual deals with the installation of the controller and and is aimed primarily at the technicians
and electricians who will be mounting, installing and testing the controller.
The installation must be carried out by expert personnel and according to current national and in Europe also
EU regulations.
Note that electrical equipment may not be opened without removing the supply voltage and only competent personnel may carry out servicing and troubleshooting.

In the manual the menus are depicted as tables with primary menus and
sub-menus. The outline is used to give an overview of the setting options
as well as to see where in the menus a given setting can be found.
If a setting is only available in some variants or in specific setups, it is indicated in the table.
The individual functions and settings are described in the following sections which are presented in the same order as the menus.
The following checklist indicates the main points of the work flow regarding set up of the house controller.

Mounting
1. House controller.
2. Emergency opening, if applicable.

Installation
1. Connect cables according to the wiring diagram for the emergency opening of the system.
2. Set voltage in the controller.
3. Connect mains voltage to the controller.
4. Select components in the house controller's Setup menu by reviewing all points in the Installation wizard.
5. Connect the individual components by means of the Show connection menu of the controller and the wiring
diagrams.
6. Customize the front view.
7. Adjust the system.
8. Test the system.

Start-up
1. Setting and calibration.

8
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3 Installation guide
3.1 Technical menus
Technical

Setup

Installation wizard
Installation
Adjustment
Show connections
Manual I/O allocation

Calibration

Climate

Service information

Software information
CPU module
Main IO
General I/O

Manual/auto

Manual
Climate
Alarm relay status

Service

Settings
USB stick
Memory
Control parameters
Adjust negative pressure
Adjust stepless
Adjust tunnel stepless
Heat recovery unit
Import data from replaced controller
Reset

Use password
Front view configuration

Configure front view
Load standard front views

LPV 1 zone
LPV 2 zone
CT 1 zone
CT 2 zone
Tunnel
Breeder
Broiler
Layer

Reset front view
Software version

Technical Manual
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3.2 Selecting components
There are two ways to carry out installation of the controller.
At the initial installation: Use the installation wizard which will guide you through all the options of the climate
functions.
At installation of production functions and adaptation of the existing installation: Use the menu Installation which enables you to go directly to the relevant function.
Select components in the installation menu of the controller.
(Technical | Setup | Installation wizard or Installation).

It is not possible to select more components than there is available I/O
for.
You must therefore be aware of whether the controller accepts your wish
to connect a component.
If missing I/O, you can:
• move some of the installed components around (see also section
Manual I/O allocation [} 28]).
• uninstall components.
• install extra I/O modules (if these are available).
While functions are selected in the setup menus Installation and Show
connection, all alarms will be delayed. Thus, no alarms will be generated
until 2 minutes after the last change in the installation menu.
This is indicated as info in the alarm menu for as long as the delay is active.
This does not apply to alarms from CAN bus communication (I/O modules).

3.2.1 Installation wizard
The installation wizard provides a structured step-by-step walk-through of selected general functions and all climate functions.
Thus it supports that necessary selections and settings are made in connection with the controller setup.
Choose between:
• a complete installation walk-through. Here the installation must be
completed for changes to be saved.
• installation of a specific function, for example, cooling. Here individual
changes can be saved.

10
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Press the arrow buttons in the top right corner to move one step forwards
or backwards in the installation.
Press the return button in the top left corner to move back one step at
main level.
See also the section Procedure [} 8] for an overview of the entire workflow when starting up the house controller.
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3.3 The installation menu
I/O Modules
Main I/O configuration

Main IO

11 in/2 out

Connected

9 in/4 out

Yes/No

7 in/6 out
Add. I/O modules
CAN Protocol

Add. I/O module

Type

Address

Connected

1

Yes/No

Classic
CANOpen

Climate
Zone mode

One zone
Two zones

Sensors

Temperature sensors

1-8

Temperature sensor type

Outside

DOL 12/DOL 114

Inside
Tunnel cooling sensors
Chill sensor

Yes/No

Humidity sensor

1-2

Outside humidity sensor

Yes/No

Pressure sensor

Yes/No

Pressure control - Side

Yes/No

Pressure control - Tunnel

Yes/No

CO2 sensor

Yes/No

NH3 sensor

Yes/No

Weather station

None
DOL 58 weather sensor
Weather station

Auxiliary sensors

Aux. sensor type

CO2 sensor
Pressure sensor
NH3 sensor
O2 sensor
Temperature sensor
Humidity sensor
Air speed sensor
Wind direction sensor
Chill sensor
pH sensor
Water level sensor
Conductivity sensor

1 zone setup
Air intake

12
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Side inlet

Side inlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Roof inlet

Roof inlet flap
Roof inlet fan
Roof recirculation fan

Tunnel inlet

Tunnel inlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Manual tunnel input

Yes/No

Stepless

Air outlet

Air outlet
Side outlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Fan speed controller

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V + stop relay

Dynamic Air stepless

Number of outlets
Number of sensors

Fan speed controller

Power supply

200 V
210 V
220 V
230 V
240 V
250 V

Stop fan

5.0 V

Full speed

5.0 V

MultiStep system

Standard

No. of side MultiStep
MultiStep system

Dynamic MultiStep
0-10V out
Low speed

5.0 V

High speed

0.0 V

MultiStep ON-OFF mode

Low-high
Low

Technical Manual
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High
Flap control side MS

MultiStep

Motor
Air

Tunnel outlet

Fans active at failure

MultiStep

Yes/No

Stepless tunnel

Tunnel outlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Fan speed controller

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V + stop relay

Power supply

200 V
210 V
220 V
230 V
240 V
250 V
Stop fan
Full speed

No. of tunnel MultiStep
MultiStep tunnel system

MultiStep tunnel system

Standard
Dynamic MultiStep

Low speed

5.0 V

High speed

0.0 V

MultiStep tunnel ON-OFF
mode

Low-high

Flap control tunnel MultiStep

Motor

High
Air

Fans active at failure
Monitor signal

Yes/No

Yes/No
2 zone setup

Air intake
Front inlet/ Rear inlet

Inlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback
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Tunnel inlet

Tunnel inlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Manual tunnel input

Yes/No

Stepless

Air outlet

Air outlet
Front outlet/ Rear outlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Fan speed controller

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V + stop relay

Dynamic Air stepless

Number of outlets
Number of sensors

Fan speed controller

Power supply

200 V
210 V
220 V
230 V
240 V
250 V

Stop fan

5.0 V

Full speed

5.0 V

Flap control tunnel MultiStep

MultiStep

Motor

Fans active at failure

MultiStep

MultiStep system

Standard

No. of MultiStep

MultiStep system

Air
Yes/No

Dynamic MultiStep
Low speed

5.0 V

High speed

0.0 V

MultiStep ON-OFF mode

Low-high
Low
High

Technical Manual
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Tunnel outlet

Stepless tunnel

Tunnel outlet

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Fan speed controller

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V + stop relay

Fan speed controller

Power supply

200 V
210 V
220 V
230 V
240 V
250 V

Stop fan

5.0 V

Full speed

5.0 V

No. of tunnel MultiStep
MultiStep tunnel system

Standard
Dynamic MultiStep

Low speed

5.0 V

High speed

0.0 V

MultiStep tunnel ON-OFF
mode

Low-high

Flap control tunnel MultiStep

Yes/No

Fans active at power failure

Yes/No

High

FreeRange
FreeRange

Yes/No

Pop holes control

None
No detection
Open detection
Close detection
Open and close detection

Winter garden control

None
No detection
Open detection
Close detection
Open and close detection

Stop fans in FreeRange
(Natural)

No
Yes, 1 relay
Yes, 2 relays

Use side MultiStep in
(Natural)
16
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Heat recovery unit
Heat recovery unit

Yes/No

Inlet flap

None
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10 V with feedback
0-10 V without feedback

Inlet fan

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V w/stop relay

Outlet flap

No
Relay with feedback
Relay without feedback
0-10V with feedback
0-10V without feedback

Outlet fan

None
Internal
0-10 V
0-10 V w/stop relay

Inlet temperature sensor

Yes/No

Inlet temperature sensor
type

DOL 12/DOL 114

Anti ice temperature sensor

Yes/No

Anti ice temperature sensor type

DOL 12/DOL 114

Anti ice heater

Yes/No

Cleaning system

Yes/No

278T

Yes/No

Emergency inlet

Yes/No

Emergency inlet Front/
Rear

Yes/No

Heat controlled by own
sensor

ON/OFF

Number of heaters

One-zone

Emergency opening

House heaters

Own sensor: 0-2
Common: 0-6

Two-zone

Own sensor: (0-2
front/ 0-2 rear)
Common: (0-4 front/
0-4 rear)

Technical Manual
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Heater 1-2 type

None
Relay
0-10 V

Heater slave relay 1-2

Yes/No

Stir fan
No. of house heaters installed
Stir fan

0-4 (2 Front/2 Rear)

Floor heating mode

None

Floor heating
0-10 V – No sensor
Relay - No sensor
0-10 V – With sensor
Relay - With sensor
Floor temperature sensor

DOL 12/DOL 114

Floor return temperature
sensor

Yes/No

Stand-alone heaters
No. of stand-alone heaters 0-4 (2 Front/2 Rear)
Heater 1-4 type

None/ Relay/ 0-10V

Side cooling

None/ 1/ 2/ 3 relay (Front/
Rear)

Cooling slave relay

Yes/No

Active at failure

Yes/No

Cooling controlled by:

Tunnel cooling sensor

Side cooling

Tunnel cooling
Tunnel temperature
Temperature sensor
Tunnel cooling

0-6 relays

Frequency control

Yes/No

Bleed off (Pad rinsing)
valve

Yes/No

Tunnel cooling slave relay Yes/No
Humidification
Humidification on side cooling relay 1-2
Humidification

None/ 1 relay

Soaking
None/ 1 relay
Spraying
Yes/No
Common cooling pump
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None/ 1 relay

Use for side cooling

Yes/No

Use for tunnel cooling

Yes/No
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Use for humidification

Yes/No

Use for soaking

Yes/No

Inlet de-ice
None
Cycle time
Stop flaps
Only open
Catching
Not installed
Menu button
Push button
Key
Energy Monitoring
Energy meter

Energy meter installed

Yes/No

Pulses per kWh

3.4 One- and two-zone control
Two-zone control is only available in CT variants and the LPV variant with eight MultiStep.
The livestock house can be controlled as two separate zones: front og rear. Thus, the following functions must
be set up separately for each zone: Temperature and humidity sensor, air intake, air outlet, emergency opening,
heating, stir fan, stand-alone heater and side cooling.

3.5 Air inlet
The house controller includes different types of air intake:
Roof inlet

Air inlet in the roof which regulates via a flap, a fan and a recirculation fan.

Side inlet

Wall inlets are regulated by a winch motor.

Tunnel inlet

Tunnel openings are regulated by a winch motor.
The function Manual tunnel input enables the connection of a change-over switch so
the change to/from side mode to tunnel ventilation can be carried out manually.

A combination of the three types of air intake - Roof, Side and Tunnel - allows the possibility to accommodate
an increasing need for ventilation by automatic adjustment of the fan mode.

3.6 De-icing of air inlet
De-icing is a function that changes the regulation of ventilation at very low outside temperatures to cycle time in
order to avoid ice formation in the air inlet.
Air outlet

Fans run according to cycle time.

Air inlet

Three types of shutter control.
Select how the flap in the air inlet shall be regulated:
• Cycle time
• Stop flaps
• Only open

Technical Manual
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Air inlet %
Max. air inlet position

Air outlet
Air inlet
Min. air inlet position

Figure 1: Cycle time. Cycle time: the flap in the air inlet is regulated according to cycle time

Air inlet %

Max. air inlet position

Air outlet
Air inlet

Min. air inlet position

Figure 2: Stop flaps. Stop flap: the flap in the air inlet remains in the current position regardless of the ventilation level.

Air inlet %

Max. air inlet position

Air outlet
Air inlet

Min. air inlet position

Figure 3: Open only. Open only: the flap in the air inlet remains in the current position, but is able to open further if the need
for ventilation increases.

Exhaustion %

Air outlet
Air inlet

Heat time

Figure 4: Stopping fans in air outlet. The fans in the air outlets will stop completely for a short period, e.g. 10 minutes. This
will also help to prevent the formation of ice in the air inlets.

See also the section Ventilation.
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3.7 Air outlet
3.7.1 Speed control
3.7.1.1 Internal fan speed control
With an internal fan speed controller, it is necessary to enter the typical voltage of the mains supply to obtain the
correct control of the fan. Measure the voltage by means of a voltmeter or possibly contact an electrician.
Select the menu Technical | Setup | Installation | Climate | Outlet | Select the relevant outlet type | Fan
speed control
Power supply

Enter the typical mains supply voltage to obtain correct control of the fan.

3.7.1.2 0-10 V speed control
When the fan is controlled by a 0 – 10 V speed control, voltages must be set corresponding to the fan stopped
and the fan running at full speed. This settings will depend on the type of fan speed controller used.
Select the menu Technical | Setup | Installation | Climate | Outlet | Select the relevant outlet type | Fan
speed control
Stop fan

Voltage at 0 % fan capacity.

Full speed

Voltage at 100 % fan capacity.

Note that the factory setting for both menu items is 5.0 V. The climate controller will send an alarm if the settings
are not adjusted.

3.7.2 Dynamic MultiStep
See the section Setting of exhaustion (MultiStep) [} 51] for a general description of MultiStep.
Dynamic MultiStep makes it possible to reduce power consumption for the fans in the MultiStep system. This is
achieved by the fans' ability to run at two speeds (Low and High) and by letting them run as long as possible at
low speed.
When a low level of ventilation is needed ventilation is carried out as an ordinary MultiStep system, but the fan
output is limited so that it can only provide a percentage of the fan's maximum capacity.
All exhaust units that are set up to run only in the low area in the Dynamic MultiStep system must be able to run
at reduced capacity.
When a high degree of ventilation is required, the fan output varies steplessly from low to full speed and the
flaps are fully open.
0-10 volt output:
The 0-10 V output makes it possible to run the fan at low speed, and then
run the fan steplessly up to full speed.

Low speed and Full speed
When a 0-10 V output fan has been selected, a voltage value must be set
which corresponds to the fan running at low and full speed.
Please note that most fan types have stopped at 10 volt.
Depending on which type of fan has been selected, the voltage is set at
low speed to 4-6 volts.
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For each MultiStep unit, set whether it should be activated when the Dynamic MultiStep system runs at high speed, at low speed or with both.

The livestock house's ventilation system
1 stepless unit
2 MultiStep units

Ventilation sequence
From low to high regulation

Method of Operation
Flap in stepless unit: The stepless ventilation sequence is
achieved by opening and closing the flap.

Fan in stepless unit: The stepless fan runs as long as possible at
low speed.

Stepless ON/OFF 0-10 V control signal to fan in stepless ON/
OFF.

Max. output in % at low and at high regulation.

Figure 5: Principle diagram of Dynamic MultiStep system.

Outputs

Low

High

Stepless unit

8.5

13

MultiStep 1

8.5

13

MultiStep 2

17

26

34

52

Table 1: Examples of outputs
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3.7.2.1 Setup examples
Number of chimneys
1

Low

High

7,200

15,500

MS1

1

7,200

15,500

MS2

2

14,400

31,000

Total

4

28,800

62,000

Stepless

0 - 28,800 m3/h
low speed.
28,800 m3/h - 62,000 m2/h
high speed.
The output at high speed is controlled by a signal from a 0-10 V output.

Table 2: 4 exhaust units with variable DA LPC-13 fans.

The set-up requires this installation:

Low
High
Stepless unit
Flap: stepless
Fan: stepless

Stepless function ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: stepless

Stepless function ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: stepless

All flaps are is 100% open and fan
speed is increased stepless on all units
in parallel from low to high.

Low

High

Figure 6: Dynamic MultiStep All fans are variable
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Number of chimneys
1

Low

High

7,400

15,500

MS1

1

7,400

15,500

MS2

2

14,800

31,000

MS3 ON/OFF

2

-

25,000

Stepless+MS1+MS2 are completely open and
their fans are running steplessly up to high
speed.

MS4 ON/OFF

2

-

25,000

62,000 m3/h -

MS5

1 gable fan

-

38,600

+ MS3+MS4 are ON.

Total

8+ 1 gable

29,600

150,600

112,000 m3/h - 150,600 m3/h

Stepless

0 - 29,600 m3/h
Stepless+MS1+MS2 run at low speed.
29,600 m3/h -

+ MS3+MS4+MS5 are ON.
The output at high speed is controlled by a signal from a 0-10 V output.
Table 3: 4 chimneys with variable fans. 4 chimneys with ON/OFF fans. 1 gable fan

The set-up requires this installation:

Stepless unit

Stepless function
ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: stepless

Flap: stepless
Fan: Stepless

Stepless function
ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: stepless

Stepless function
ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: ON/OFF

Stepless function
ON/OFF
Flap: ON/OFF
Fan: ON/OFF

Fan: ON/OFF

The speed is increased from low to high

The speed is increased from low to high

Low

High

Figure 7: Dynamic MultiStep Not all fans are variable
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3.7.3 Dynamic Air
Dynamic Air is installed by choosing a number of sensors placed on the stepless unit. For each stepless unit, a
number of chimneys controlled in parallel and a number of Dynamic Air sensors can be used.
Measuring the varying stepless output provides an accurate expression of the output of the ventilation system
according to which regulation can be carried out by varying fan revolutions/flap position.

Air outlet 1-1

1-16 chimneys 1-3 sensors

Air outlet 2-1

1-16 chimneys 1-3 sensors

Technically, one sensor is sufficient for 6 chimneys, but SKOV A/S usually recommends that a Dynamic Air sensor be installed in every other stepless exhaust unit in order to ensure optimum regulation conditions. The
house controller regulates stepless air outlet without sensors based on a calculated output.

3.8 FreeRange
The FreeRange function gives the animals access to leave the house through pop-holes. FreeRange changes
the air speed to avoid draft through the pop-holes.
The climate controller switches the mechanical ventilation off and the the air is replaced by the heat in the house
creating an upwards movement through the chimney.
The relay switches off the fans at FreeRange.
It changes between an analog output signal and a fixed negative voltage,
which is necessary to make some types of external speed controllers
stop.

For each MultiStep, set whether it should open with FreeRange (Yes).
Factory setting makes all MultiStep open with FreeRange.
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3.8.1 Pop holes
The function is only available in houses with FreeRange.
Pop holes can be installed with or without detection of position (feedback). With detection via an inductive sensor, you can receive an alarm for whether the door is open or closed as requested. (> 6.5 V)
See also the section Setup of pop holes [} 33].

3.8.2 Winter garden
The function is only available in houses with FreeRange and pop holes.
Winter garden can be installed with or without detection of position (feedback). With detection via an inductive
sensor, you can receive an alarm for whether the door is open or closed as requested. (> 6.5 V)
See also the section Setup of winter garden [} 33].

3.9 Heating
Room heating can be regulated as common or individual heating, depending on the number of temperature sensors (not for Heat controlled by own sensor).
Common regulation: a sensor combination with a common setpoint for all room heaters (parallel or sequential
regulation – in the menu Technical | Service | Settings | Climate | Heating | Room
heating | Heating control).
Individual regulation: a sensor combination for each room heater.

3.10 Active functions when the control fails
When installing MultiStep air outlet and side cooling, you must decide how these functions is to react in an
emergency situation.
MultiStep air outlet
Yes: When the control fails, the air outlet is active.
No: When the control fails, the air outlet is inactive.

Side cooling
Yes: When the control fails, side cooling is active and runs until the emergency situation is over.
No: When the control fails, the side cooling is not active.

Note that in an emergency situation the house controller cannot regulate according to temperature and
humidity. If you select Yes (Active at failure), side cooling runs no matter whether the temperature is too
low and humidity is too high in the house.
Note also that a combination of a high inside temperature and high air humidity can be life-threatening to
the animals.
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3.11 Slave relays
Current can be distributed between multiple relays with the use of slave relays. This is particularly relevant if the
power load is greater than the maximum current of the relays.
It is possible to choose a slave relay for the functions heating, stand-alone heater, cooling, and tunnel cooling; it
will work in the same way as the master relays - however with a delay of one second. When the controllers is
set to Manual, the slave relay will also follow the master relays.
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4 Connecting components
The main part of the connection terminals is universal. Different components can therefore be installed using the
individual terminals.
When you select a component from the menu Technical | Setup | Installation the house controller allocates I/O on the basis of a list. This means
that the house controller selects the first available I/O on the list, and that
the components are allocated I/O in the order they are selected.
The same I/O allocation in several controllers – i.e. when the individual
components are connected to the same terminal numbers – is ensured
by saving the set-up on a USB stick and entering the set-up into several
controllers.

4.1 Menu for show connection
When you have selected all the components in the installation menu, the climate controller will show you where
to connect the individual components.
See the menu Show connection for where exactly the individual components are connected.
When a wiring diagram in the Circuit Diagrams and Cable Plans reads "See Show connection", it refers to this
menu.

4.2 Manual I/O allocation
If you want to decide the I/O allocation for one or more components yourself, you can change it manually under
the menu item Manual I/O allocation.
Select the menu Technical | Setup | Manual I/O allocation, and press
the component to be changed.

The current I/O allocation is shown in large bold type
Choose between the listed terminals:
Red: The terminal is currently allocated to another function.
Black: The terminal is not in use.
Press the required terminal.

If you use a terminal that is currently used by another function, the house controller will change the I/O allocation for this function.
Check in the menu Show connection that the house controller has moved the first allocated function to another
terminal.
The house controller will not change the I/O allocation until you approve
it.
If the I/O allocation can be changed, the house controller will accept it.
If the I/O allocation cannot be changed, the house controller will reject it,
and the I/O allocation will remain unchanged.
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5 Adjustment
This section describes adjustment of the system, which is typically only done once, at start-up.

5.1 Menu for Adjustment
Adjustment
Climate
Temperature sensor selection

Side
Tunnel
Stand-alone heater

Tunnel cooling sensor setup

Tunnel cooling based on

Tunnel cooling sensor
Tunnel temperature
Temperature sensor

Tunnel cooling sensor setup
Auxiliary sensors

Aux. sensor name

Zone setup

Zone controlled inlet enable

PAD 1 alarms

Temperature sensors for inlets
Operation form

Continuous
Batch mode/Flock mode

(Two
zones)

Start in

Full house
Front
Rear

Minimum ventilation

Real air [m3/h]
Percentage

CT

Tunnel block by outside tempera- Yes/No
ture

CT/T

Sectional cross area

CT

Max. air speed
Dynamic Air

Dynamic Air mode

Dynamic Flow
Dynamic Control

Chimney type

DA 600
DA 600 no fan
DA 820
DA 820 no fan
DA 920
DA 920 no fan

Minimum fan speed
Pop holes

Pop holes opening time
Pop holes closing time
Pop holes closing on time
Pop holes closing off time

Winter garden

Winter garden opening time
Winter garden closing time
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Winter garden closing on time
Winter garden closing off time
Load animal type settings
Last loaded
Load animal type settings
Load stepless fan settings
Last loaded
Load stepless fan settings

None
DA 600 LPC-11
DA 600 LPC -12
DA 600 LPC -13
.

Unit of measurements
Metric (°C)
US mode (°F)
View week number
Broiler only Yes/No

5.2 Adjustment - climate
5.2.1 Setup of sensors
Temperature sensor selection

Location of temperature sensors for ventilation and heat control.

Tunnel cooling sensor
setup

Setup of the tunnel cooling sensors to be used for tunnel cooling.

You can set up several temperature sensors in the livestock house to register the
temperature in each area.

Tunnel cooling sensors: A temperature sensor dedicated to tunnel cooling.
With this control the sensor must also be set up for alarms for tunnel cooling and for
controlling the cooling respectively.
Tunnel temperature: An average from the temperature sensors showing tunnel temperature.
Temperature sensor: A temperature sensor placed appropriately in relation to tunnel cooling.

Aux. sensor name

30

Naming of Auxiliary sensors according to function to make them recognizable in
alarms and other info.
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5.2.2 Setup of zone-controlled air inlets
In a one-zone livestock house, each of up to six air inlets can be regulated as a separate inlet zone. In each air
inlet zone, the shutter position of the wall inlets can thus be regulated separately according to a given excess or
too low temperature in the zone.
Zone 3
Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 6
Zone 5

Zone 4

Figure 8: Outline of livestock house with zone-regulated air intake.
Zone setup

Activation of zone-controlled air inlets.

Temperature sensors for Assignment of sensors to air inlets.
inlets

The function is only available when several temperature sensors sensor are installed.
The installed temperature sensors are associated with an air inlet zone.
If there are several sensors in a zone, the house controller calculates an
average temperature according to which it will control.
The menu Climate | Ventilation | Zone controlled inlet

When the zone temperature deviates from Temperature setpoint (+ or -),
the house controller adjusts the shutter position.

Example: Zone controlled inlets
20 % Negative presVentilation requirement:
sure curve
22 °C Ventilation
Temperature setpoint:
Temperature deviation:
Inlet correction factor:

1 ° C Shutter position
10 %

0

1

8

16

20

28

50

60

90

100

0

5

10

15

27

33

50

60

90

100

Temperature sensor zone 4 measures 21.5° C.
This equals a deviation of 0.5° C from Temperature setpoint (22 - 21.5 = 0.5 °C)
0.5° C equals 50 % of Deviation temp.
This results in a correction of 50 % of inlet correction factor = 0.5 x 10 % = 5 %
Since it is a too low temperature, the current flap opening (27 %) is reduced by 5 % = 22 % flap opening.
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5.2.3 Setup of operation form
Operation form

Setting of operation form (Continuous/Batch mode)

5.2.4 Limitation of batch start in parts of the house
Start in

Select if the climate control must be limited to parts of the house (Full house/
Front/Rear)
In a two-zone house, you can decide only to start the climate control in a part of
the house (Front/Rear).
In the active zone the house controller regulates according to the normal climate
settings while the other zone (not active) is regulated according to the Empty
house settings (in the menu Management | House data)
When Start in is set to Full house, the function is inactive.

5.2.5 Setup of minimum ventilation
Minimum ventilation

Setting up whether minimum ventilation shall be shown either as a percentage of
the nominal ventilation rate or as m3/h per animal (real air).

5.2.6 Setup of tunnel ventilation
Sectional cross area

Setting of house area (combi-tunnel).

Tunnel block by outside
temperature

Select if the house controller must block the change to tunnel as long as the outside
temperature is below the settings in the batch curve for outside temperature.

Maximum air speed

Read-out of the maximum achievable air velocity. It is calculated based on maximum air output and the cross-sectional area of the house.

5.2.7 Setup for Dynamic Air
Dynamic Air mode

Dynamic Air makes it possible to regulate the stepless air outlet in order to carry
out the correct air change.
• In livestock houses with direct exhaustion, fan speed is regulated.
• In livestock houses with a duct system, the flap is regulated (according to a
curve value). See also the section Adjustment of stepless unit [} 85].
Selection of regulation mode for Dynamic Air:
Dynamic Flow: Measurement of the actual amount of air.
Dynamic Control: Measurement and control of the actual amount of air.
Please pay attention to the fact that you can only select Dynamic Control if a fan
speed controller is employed.

Chimney type

Choice of which kind of air outlet (chimney) the Dynamic Air sensor is placed at,
so that the house controller can adjust the air measurement according to the dimensions of the air outlet.

Minimum fan speed

When applying Dynamic Control and frequency-controlled stepless speed control
(0-10 V), a minimum fan speed can be entered, so it does not run too slowly.
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Although Dynamic Control has been selected, it is important that the curve values
of the fan in the stepless outlet are also set, due to the fact that the house controller will regulate according to these values in case of an error condition.

5.2.8 Setup of pop holes
Pop holes opening time

Installation without detection (inductive sensor).

Pop holes closing time

Setting the amount of time it takes to open and close the pop holes.
Opening of the pop holes takes place continuously within the set time (05:00
mm:ss).
Closing of the pop holes takes place in a cyclic movement by alternating between
closing and pausing (30:00 mm:ss). This is done to ensure that all animals enter before they close completely.

Pop holes closing on
time

Setting the time the door of the pop hole must close.

Pop holes closing off
time

Setting the time the door of the pop hole must pause while closing.

5.2.9 Setup of winter garden
Winter garden opening
time
Winter garden closing
time

Installation without detection (inductive sensor).
Setting the amount of time it takes to open and close the winter garden.
Opening of the winter garden takes place continuously within the set time (05:00
mm:ss).
Closing of the winter garden takes place in a cyclic movement by alternating between closing and pausing (30:00 mm:ss). This is done to ensure that all animals
enter before it closes completely.

Winter garden closing
on time

Setting the time the door of the winter garden must close.

Winter garden closing
off time

Setting the time the door of the winter garden must pause while closing.

5.3 Selection of reference settings
Select the menu Technical | Setup | Adjustment
To make the setup of the house controller easier you can choose to use
the standard reference settings. These values are defined as a starting
point for settings that match the combinations of different animal types,
and cover batch curves for climate control as well as the absolute high
temperature alarm.
Remember to customize the settings to the current conditions.

5.4 Standard settings for stepless fan
The house controller has a range of standard settings for a range of different fan types.
When you choose to load a standard setting, it is not necessary to carry out further settings for fan.
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Select the menu Technical| Setup| Adjustment| Load stepless fan settings
Select the required fan type.

The setup can be viewed and adjusted in the menu Technical | Service | Adjust stepless 1. See also section
Adjustment of stepless unit [} 85]

5.5 Select type of unit of measurements
Unit of measurements

The controller and display units as either metric or US units.

5.6 View week number
View week number
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View of the week number in front view.
(Only broilers)
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6 Calibration
6.1 The menu calibration
Climate
Calibrate inlets

Side inlet

Autocalibration time of day
Run time
Runs before autocalibration
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Side inlet
Calibration

Roof inlet

Autocalibration time of day
Run time
Runs before autocalibration
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Roof inlet position
Calibration

Tunnel inlet

Autocalibration time of day
Run time
Runs before autocalibration
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Calibration

Calibrate outlet flaps

Run time
Runs before autocalibration
Side outlet flaps

Autocalibration time of day
Air outlet
Calibration
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage

Tunnel outlet flaps

Autocalibration time of day
Air outlet
Calibration
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage

Calibrate climate sensors

Outside temperature sensor

Outside temperature sensor
Calibration offset

Temperature sensors

Temperature sensor
Calibration offset

Tunnel cooling sensors

Tunnel cooling sensor
Calibration offset
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Humidity sensors

Humidity sensor
Calibration offset
Outside humidity sensor
Calibration offset

Pressure sensor

Pressure sensor
Calibration offset
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Minimum value
Maximum value

CO2 sensor

CO2
Calibration offset CO2
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Minimum value
Maximum value

NH3 sensor

NH3
Calibration offset NH3
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Minimum value
Maximum value

Weather station

Offset of the rear end of the livestock house north being the point of orientation
Wind direction minimum voltage
Wind direction maximum voltage
Wind speed minimum speed
Wind speed maximum voltage
Wind speed minimum speed
Wind speed maximum speed

Auxiliary sensors

Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Minimum value
Maximum value

Dynamic Air sensors

Dynamic Air 1-1 sensor 1
Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage
Minimum value
Maximum value

Heat recovery unit

Inlet flap

Inlet flap
Calibration

Outlet flap
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Calibration
Heat recovery sensors

Inlet temperature sensor
Inlet temp. sensor offset
Anti ice temperature sensor
Anti ice temp. sensor offset

6.2 Calibration of air inlet and air outlet
After installation, the house controller must be adapted to the winch motor.
Winch motors with feedback must be calibrated by a technician, while winch motors without feedback are calibrated automatically once the technician has set up a time for Air inlet time.
During the automatic calibration, the air inlets/air outlets open and close completely for a short time and then returns to the position which the house controller calculates.
The change-over switch on the winch motor must be se to AUT.

6.2.1 Winch motor without feedback
Time

Setting of the time of day when the automatic calibration shall run.

Run time

Setting of the time it takes to run from fully open to fully closed.

Calibration counter

Setting of the number of times the flap has to run before it calibrates automatically.

Minimum voltage

When the air inlets or air outlets are 0-10 V controlled, the output voltage can be adjusted via Min. voltage and Max. voltage.

Maximum voltage

1. Select the menu Technical | Calibration | Climate | Calibrate inlets | Side inlets | Side inlet 1
2. Select ON to start calibration.
3. Check that the correct inlet(s) open(s) and close(s) correctly.
4. Wait until the calibration is finished and the display shows Calibration ended again.
Calibration of other air inlets and air outlets are carried out in the same way.

6.3 Calibration of climate sensors
Temperature and humidity
The connected temperature and humidity sensors can be calibrated using an offset.
If, in connection with manual measurements, the current value is measured to a level that differs from the registrations provided by the installed sensors, you can adjust the read-out value so that it corresponds to you observation.
0-10 V sensors
After installation, the house controller must be adjusted to the sensor.
When a sensor is 0-10 V controlled, you can adjust the output voltage via Minimum voltage and Maximum voltage.
When Minimum value and Maximum value are set, you should also indicate the range within which the sensor
can measure.
Auxiliary sensors
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For auxiliary sensor the units for Minimum value and Maximum value will depend on which kind of sensors
have been selected. Besides ppm, the units can be Pa, °C, % and m/s.

6.3.1 Calibration of weather station
Offset of the rear end of the livestock
Set the number of degrees that the geographical location of the livehouse - north being the point of orienta- stock house deviates from a northerly direction.
tion
Wind direction minimum voltage

Adjust the voltage via Minimum voltage and Maximum voltage.

Wind direction maximum voltage
Wind speed minimum voltage
Wind speed maximum voltage
Wind speed minimum speed
Wind speed maximum speed

Enter a Minimum value and a Maximum value to indicate the area
within which the weather station can measure.

Figure 9: Offset of house's placing in relation to north.

6.3.2 Setting of offset to CO2 sensor
DOL 17 CO2 sensor should be calibrated between each batch.
DOL 19 CO2 sensor should be checked between each batch and should be replaced if it runs at more than +/250 ppm.
The sensor's offset should only be changed when there are no animals in the house and it has been thoroughly
ventilated.
The offset adjustment should always be carried out in relation to atmospheric air and not in relation to other
types of CO2 sensors.
1. Replace the air in the house in Empty house mode by running with 100% exhaust and 100% open inlets for
at least 20 minutes. The reading of the CO2 level should now be 450 ppm +/- 50 ppm or the same value as
the atmospheric air +/- 50 ppm.
2. Check if the reading deviates more than +/- 50 ppm from 450 ppm (or from the same value as the atmospheric air value).
3. If the reading deviates more than the +/-50 ppm the sensor must be offset-adjusted to atmospheric air as
follows: Adjust Calibration offset until the read CO2 value shows 450 ppm.
The other values must not be changed.
Value

Factory setting

Minimum voltage

0V

Maximum voltage

10 V

Minimum value

0 ppm
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Maximum value

10,000 ppm

Checking the sensor reading is recommended each time the house is in Empty house mode.
Note: Offset adjustment should only be carried out by staff trained by SKOV.

6.3.3 Calibration of NH3 sensor
If DOL 53 does not measure correctly, normal maintenance is carried out (replacement of filter). The sensor
must be replaced if this does not help.
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7 Service information
Software information

SW version
System ID
System name
Build time

CPU module

License request code
MAC address
SDK version
Boot loader version

Main I/O

Type
SW version
Serial no.
Calibrated

General I/O

Module 1 - 13

Type
SW version
Serial no.
Calibrated
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8 Testing
After installation of the system a thorough test must be carried out, to ensure that the system works as intended.

8.1 Testing basis components
8.1.1 Testing temperature and air humidity sensors
Read the current inside temperature and humidity.
1. Check that the temperature displayed corresponds to what you can measure in the house/outside.
2. Check that the temperature increases in the display when you warm the sensor in your hand.
3. Check that the humidity displayed corresponds to what you can measure in the house.
4. Check that the humidity rises when you breathe on the sensor, for example.

8.1.2 Testing auxiliary sensor
This section is only relevant to livestock houses where auxiliary sensors are installed.
Check that the current voltage displayed corresponds to what you can measure on the sensor or the connection
terminals with a multimeter.

8.1.3 Testing Alarm
Select the menu Alarm settings.
Press Alarm test, and select ON to start the test.
Check that the alarm lamp is flashing.
Check that the alarm system alarms as intended.
Click to finish testing.
The test should then be made every week.

8.1.4 Testing emergency opening
See Technical Manual regarding emergency opening.

8.2 Testing optional components: Manual control
During testing, and in a service situation, you can switch the house controller from automatic to manual control.
Thereby allowing you to easily test the optional components such as winch motors, etc.
I/O will remain in the same setting it was on at the moment when the house controller was set to manual.

8.2.1 The menu Manual/Auto
Manual

ON/OFF

Climate
Temperature sensor

Outside temperature sensor
Outside temperature sensor - Voltage
Temperature sensor
Temperature sensor - Voltage

Air inlet
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Roof inlet position
Roof inlet fan speed
Roof recirculation fan speed
Side inlet

Side inlet required
Side inlet position

Tunnel inlet

Tunnel inlet required
Tunnel inlet position

Manual tunnel input
Air outlet

Voltage

Ventilation current output
Stepless

Air outlet required
Actual air outlet
Air outlet fan speed
Dynamic Air sensor

Dynamic MultiStep

Dynamic MultiStep Percent
Dynamic MultiStep 0-10V

MultiStep

MultiStep

Tunnel stepless

Tunnel outlet required
Tunnel outlet position
Tunnel outlet fan speed

Tunnel MultiStep
FreeRange

MultiStep

FreeRange Active
FreeRange stop relay 1
Pop holes

Pop holes status
Pop holes control
Pop holes open detection
Pop holes close detection
Pop holes open relay
Pop holes close relay

Winter garden

Winter garden status
Winter garden control
Winter garden open detection
Winter garden close detection
Winter garden open relay
Winter garden close relay

Heat recovery unit

Inlet

Inlet temperature
Inlet required
Actual flap position
Inlet fan speed
Inlet fan stop

Outlet

Outlet required
Actual flap position
Outlet fan speed
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Anti ice

Temperature
Heating

Cleaning relay
Heater relay
Heating

House heaters

Heating

Stand-alone heaters
Floor heating

Floor heating

Stir fan

Stir fan

ON/OFF

Side cooling

Side cooling relay

ON/OFF

Tunnel cooling

Tunnel cooling

ON/OFF

Tunnel cooling bleed off
Tunnel temperature sensor

Tunnel temperature sensor 1-2
Tunnel temperature sensor - Voltage

Chill sensor

Output voltage
Effect used
iDOL 120 Air Speed
Ambient temperature voltage
Ambient temperature
Day number voltage

Humidity sensor

Outside humidity sensor
Outside humidity sensor - Voltage
Inside humidity sensor
Inside humidity sensor - voltage

Humidification

Humidification relay

ON/OFF

Soaking

Soaking relay

ON/OFF

Spraying

Spraying relay

ON/OFF

Common cooling pump

Cooling pump

ON/OFF

Pressure sensor

Measured value
Actual value

CO2 sensor

Measured value
Actual value

NH3 sensor

Measured value
Actual value

Auxiliary sensors

Auxiliary sensor

Emergency inlet

Emergency inlet

ON/OFF

In the menu Manual/auto the house controller displays the components selected in the menu Installation.
Automatic control: Normally the house controller must be set to automatic control.
Manual control: During start, or in a service situation, it may be convenient to control the individual functions
manually. In Manual mode, all functions are controlled manually.
Test the components one at a time.
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
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When the house controller is set to manual control, the house controller does not operate according
to Temperature setpoint and Humidity setpoint, but the alarm function is still active.
After testing the components, you must set the house controller back to automatic mode, so that the
the house controller continues to operate as before.

8.2.2 Testing climate functions
8.2.2.1 Testing air inlets and air outlets
The test is to show whether air inlet and air outlet can open and close completely.
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | Air inlet | Side inlet 1 | Side inlet 1 required
Set 100%.
Check that the correct air inlets open completely.

Set 0 %.
Check that the correct air inlets close completely.
Set the air inlet to the required setting.

Repeat the test for all installed air inlets and outlets.

8.2.2.2 Testing of Dynamic MultiStep
The testing of Dynamic MultiStep is done in the same way as described for MultiStep. See section MultiStep
and tunnel MultiStep [} 45].
The testing of fans for Dynamic MultiStep is done in the same way as described for Stepless fans. See section
Stepless fans [} 44].

8.2.2.3 Stepless fans
Testing setting and placement of stepless fans
The test is to show if the connected stepless fans are set correctly, i.e. if they can run at minimum and maximum speeds, and whether they are placed correctly.
In internal fan speed controller mode, the emergency change-over switch AUT/MAN (automatic/manual) on the
side of the controller must be set to AUT (see the section Emergency change-over switch AUT/MAN [} 45]).
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | Air outlet | Stepless 1 | Outlet required
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Set the Air outlet 1 required (flap) to 100%.
Set the Air outlet fan speed to 100%
Check that the fan is placed in the livestock house.
Check that the fan sucks air out of the the house (e.g. by means of a
smoke test).
Check that the fan is running at maximum revolutions.
Set the Air outlet fan speed to 1 %
Check that the fan sucks air out of the the house (e.g. by means of a
smoke test).
Check that the fan is running down to minimum revolutions.

Set the Air outlet fan speed to 0 %
Check that the fan stops completely.
If the fans are connected as 3-wire, they should not stop completely, but
instead run at minimum speed.

Repeat the testing for Stepless 2 and Tunnel stepless 1-2.
Test an external stepless fan speed controller in the same way as an internal controller.

8.2.2.4 Emergency change-over switch AUT/MAN
Only at internal fan speed controller
Set the change-over switch to MAN (manual).
Check that the speed of the stepless fan(s) increase(s) to maximum revolutions.
Set the change-over switch to AUT (automatic).
Check that the stepless fan(s) reduce(s) the revolutions.
If you are unsure whether the fan responds as expected, test the stepless fan. See section
Stepless fans [} 44].

8.2.2.5 MultiStep and tunnel MultiStep
This test is to show that flaps and fans in the chimneys work in relation to each other.
The installed MultiStep units should be tested in the same way for each step, by checking the exhaust units individually.
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | Air outlet | MultiStep | MultStep 1
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Select ON.
Check that the flap in the exhaust unit is open completely.
When the shutter is approx 15 % open, the MultiStep 1 fan must start at
full speed
Check that the fan sucks air out of the house (e.g. by means of a smoke
test).
Select OFF.
Check that the flap in the exhaust unit closes again.
When the flap is less than approx. 15% open, the fan must stop.

Repeat the above steps for every MultiStep unit.

8.2.2.6 Testing relay functions
Relay for FreeRange, heating, side cooling, tunnel cooling, bleed off valve, soaking, humidification, common
cooling pump and stir fan.
The test is to show whether the systems can start and stop. The systems are tested in the same way; each system must be checked individually.
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | and, for example, Side cooling
Select Side cooling relay and ON.
Check that the system (cooling) is on.
Select OFF.
Check that the system (cooling) is off.

Heating
• Check that the unit which you activate in the house computer is the unit intended for the house.
Relay heating
• Check the direction of rotation of the fan in the heating units.
• Check that the heating system can start and stop.
0-10 V heating
• Check that the shunt valve can open and close and find a position of rest, e.g. 50 %.
• Check that the minimum and maximum voltage is suited for the relevant shunt.
• In order to test heating systems, set 0 % first and then 100 % to check whether or not the heater can stop
the heat supply and can supply heat constantly.
Stir fan
• Check that the fan can start and stop.
Tunnel cooling/ Soaking
• Check that the pump can start and stop.
• Check that the pump supplies water as intended.
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• Check the safety switch for lack of water.
• Check the system for leaks.

8.2.2.7 Testing door opening
Testing the door opening can be used for pop-holes, winter garden, nests and scratching area.
The test is to show if the door can open, close and stop.
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | FreeRange | Pop holes or Winter garden
or Production | Nest or Scratching area
Then select in turn Open, Close and Stop.
Check that the door changes position as expected.

8.2.2.8 Testing heat recovery unit
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | Heat recovery unit
The tests must show that the flap and fan in the air inlet and outlet work.
See the sections Testing air inlets and air outlets [} 44] and Stepless fans
[} 44] about testing flaps and fans.

Anti-ice, Cleaning and Heating Relays are tested as described in Testing
relay functions.

8.2.2.9 Emergency inlet
Select the menu Technical | Manual/auto and set Manual to ON.
Then select Climate | Emergency Inlet
Select ON to activate the emergency air inlet.
Check that the emergency air inlet opens completely.
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8.3 Testing network connection
If the house controller is integrated in a network which can be accessed through the PC management program
FarmOnline Explorer, you must be able to see the individual controllers in FarmOnline. Also see the FarmOnline
Explorer Technical Manual regarding testing of the network connection.
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9 Settings
9.1 The menu Settings
Climate
Air output

Output in m3/h*1000
Nominal

0 – 999,900 m3/h (0-588.5
CFM)

Side

Stepless
MultiStep

Tunnel

Low/High (Low only by
Dynamic MultiStep)

Stepless
MultiStep

Stepless distribution

Parallel
Sequential

Tunnel stepless distribution

Parallel
Sequential

Power up delay

00:03 mm:ss

Rotate

ON/OFF

Maximum output
Stepless to Step Automatic

ON/OFF

Stepless to Step
Outside temperature
limit

Heating

Inlet limit

100%

Outside temperature curve
Gradual limit

5°C

Room heaters

Pre runtime
Adjust heaters 0-10V

Heater 1 min. voltage
Heater 1 max. voltage

Heating control

Parallel
Sequential

Heating 1 ratio
Stand-alone heaters

Pre runtime
Adjust heaters 0-10V

Minimum voltage
Maximum voltage

(Sequential)
Side cooling

50%

Cooling mode

Parallel
Sequential

(Sequential) Side cooling relay 1 ratio
Tunnel cooling (2
pumps)

Cooling type

100%
High pressure spray
Pad

Cooling mode

Sequential
Parallel

Use effect curve
(Only with pads) Cooling mode

Yes/No
Sequential
Parallel
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(Sequential) Tunnel cooling relay ratio
Day and night adjustment

1-99

Day and night adjustment

Yes/No

Day and night adjustment

Adaption period
Return period

Network settings
FarmOnline applications

Climate and Production
Only Climate
Only Production

IP configuration

MAC address
IP configuration mode
IP address
Net mask
Gateway
Configuration IP address

IP configuration mode

Static IP
DHCP

IP address
Net mask
Gateway
Backup
Copy settings and front views to the other house
CPU module

Save settings and front views
Restore settings and front views
Restore front views
Restore settings
Daily backup

SD card

Yes/No

Save settings and front views
Restore settings and front views
Restore front views
Restore settings
Daily backup

Yes/No

Daily backup of FarmOnline
data

Yes/No

Save FarmOnline data
Restore FarmOnline data
SD status
Format SD card
USB stick

Save settings and front views
Restore settings and front views
Restore front views
Restore settings
Daily backup

Yes/No

USB status
UTC time
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Display
Backlight
Backlight (Dimmed)

9.2 Setting of exhaustion (MultiStep)
MultiStep is a method for controlling one or more exhaust units in steps, while the exhaust output becomes
stepless.
The controller controls one or two exhaust units steplessly from zero to 100 %, while the rest of the exhaust
units are switched on in steps as required. The climate controller can regulate up to 16 MultiStep units. The two
stepless exhaust units can be connected in parallel or sequentially.
Every exhaust unit is equipped with a DA 74A winch motor, which can open and close the swivel shutter.
DA 74CV is used for the stepless exhaust unit(s). The internal fan speed controller of the climate controller or an
external fan speed controller controls the fan revolutions. The fan must always be single-phase, or else an external DOL 31 must be used.
DADA 74A ON/OFF is used for the other exhaust units. When the flaps open, the fans start via an integrated
switch. These fans will then run at their maximum. The fans can be single-phase or three-phase. If three-phase
fans are used, the DA 74A ON/OFF winch motors must be equipped with contactors, which are controlled by an
integrated switch.
The system can also handle an air-operated shutter (wall fan).

Stepless Step 1 Step 2
Figure 10: MultiStep exhaustion

up to Step 16

In order to obtain correct adjustment of the house climate with MultiStep, you must adjust the climate controller
using the ventilation system data:
• Nominal air output of the system in m3/h (air requirement of the animals).
• Exhaustion capacity of the stepless exhaust unit(s)
• Exhaustion capacity of the various steps, MultiStep
In addition, it is possible to use two stepless units for Tunnel ventilation in the same way as for MultiStep so that
the Tunnel ventilation is also regulated steplessly.
When two stepless fans are used, they can be set up to work in parallel
or sequentially.
This also applies to stepless fans in tunnel.
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9.3 Fan settings
Power up delay

Used when there are several houses to ensure that the generator is not overloaded
at joint start-up of all fans after a power failure.
Setting Power up delay makes it possible to stagger the times when the fans start
across the different houses.
E.g. House 1-3: 0 sec. House 4-6: 60 sec.

Rotate

The funciton makes the controller switch between activating MultiStep with the
same output.
This will ensure that the operating time is distributed evenly between the fans. This
will prevent some fans from wearing out while others rust.

Rotate timer

Setting for the time, after which the house controller switches to the next MultiStep
with the same output.
When a MultiStep stops due to a change in the ventilation requirement, this MultiStep will start at the next rotation.

Maximum output

The ventilation system's maximum output, as a percentage. This value is calculated
based on the data entered.

9.4 Stepless to step
In houses where the ventilation capacity in side MultiStep is small in relation to a single tunnel fan, it may be an
advantage to disconnect the function Stepless to Step Automatic. It will then be possible to delay the change to
step control to allow tunnel MultiStep to be included in the stepless control function.
When the function Stepless to Step Automatic is active, the controller automatically switches from Stepless to
step adjustment when tunnel MultiStep is activated.
Stepless to Step shows the ventilation percentage when the change is made.
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Stepless

MultiStep 1

10,000 m3/h

10,000 m3/h

MultiStep 2

20,000 m3/h

MultiStep 3

Tunnel MultiStep 1

40,000 m3/h

Tunnel MultiStep 2 Tunnel MultiStep 3 Tunnel MultiStep 4

30,000 m3/h

30,000 m3/h

60,000 m3/h

120,000 m3/h

The unit output at different ventilation requirements
Stepless mode

Tunnel MultiStep 1 is also used
for side ventilation

Adjustment in steps

Ventilation
requirement

Figure 11: Transition from Stepless to Step adjustment.

The controller can adjust the ventilation steplessly and in steps.
In case of an increased need for ventilation, this means that:
Stepless:
• Ventilation follows the current ventilation requirement.
• The output of the stepless exhaust unit is reduced when an ON/OFF exhaust unit is connected.
Step:
• Ventilation is carried out in steps.
• The stepless exhaust unit continues to run at 100% when an ON/OFF exhaust unit is connected.
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9.5 Setting outside temperature limit
Inlet limit

The maximum opening of the air inlet for as long as the outside temperature is below the settings in the curve for Outside temperature.

Outside temperature
limit

Ventilation limitation via outside temperature can be adjusted to the age of the animals over two curve points.
Below this outside temperature, the flaps will not open more than Inlet limit.
Temperature range (P-band) where the limitation is connected.

Gradual limit

°C
Day

Limit

0

21 °C

35

18 °C

Day
Figure 12: Curve for outside temperature limit

Outside temperature limit can be regulated via a curve over two day numbers so that ventilation can be limited
when there are small animals in the livestock house. The limit is factory set to 18 °C for both day numbers.

9.6 Setting up heating
Pre runtime

Time from the heating relay is picked up until heating is physically supplied (flush
time).

Heat control

Choose whether heat sources 1 and 2 should start in parallel or sequentially.

(only house heaters)
Heat distribution

Distribution of capacity between heat sources 1 and 2 (for separate heat control
only)
Sequential heating is typically used when there are two different heat sources in the
house.
For example:
• heating pipes and air heaters
• heating pipes and hot-air blower as extra capacity
It is important to distribute correctly between the two types of heat sources, in order
to obtain a steady heat control. The heating system’s dimensions and output determine the actual distribution.

Adjust heating 0-10 V
Heater min. voltage

At heating requirement, the analogue voltage will never be lower than Min. voltage.

Heater max. voltage

The heating shunt works at maximum output at this voltage.
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9.7 Setting of side cooling
Cooling mode

If there are more cooling pumps, they can be set to running either sequentially or in
parallel.

Side cooling relay distribution

Side cooling features up to three relays.
The division in percentage between cooling relays that are controlled sequentially.
E.g. with two relays: 50 %/50 %
The controller automatically calculates the percentage share for relay 1.

9.8 Setting of tunnel cooling
Cooling type

Selection between types of tunnel cooling.

Cooling mode

When side cooling is used for tunnel cooling along with several cooling relays,
these can be controlled sequentially or in parallel.
With pad cooling, they always run in parallel.

Tunnel cooling relay ratio

Tunnel cooling features up to six relays.
The division in percentage between cooling relays that are controlled sequentially.
E.g. with two relays: 50 %/50 %
The controller automatically calculates the percentage share for relay 1.
For sequential tunnel cooling, cooling can be set up for MultiStep-like mode in order
to avoid major temperature differences in the house.

9.8.1 Setting of cooling according to effect curve
This function is intended for hot and dry areas. It optimizes the control of humidification, cooling and ventilation
for these climate conditions.
Use effect curve

In the menu Technical | Service | Settings
Only available with pad tunnel cooling.
Activation of Use effect curve

The humidification is controlled via an effect curve, in order to ensure that the pad cooling does not start too
early or too forcefully. In the menu Technical | Service | Control parameters | Tunnel cooling | Tunnel effect
curve.
The cooling pads are briefly moistened, before the ventilation changes from side to tunnel mode. This is to ensure that the air that comes through the pads has been cooled. In the menu Technical | Service | Control parameters | Tunnel cooling | Rinse pads before tunnel.
See also the section Tunnel cooling.

9.9 Setting of day and night adjustment
Adaption period
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When the function is activated, the temperature adjustment will be reached after this
period.
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Return period

When the function is ended, the temperature adjustment will be stopped after this period.

9.10 Network settings
The management program FarmOnline Explorer has access to the house controllers through the network of the
farm.
If a DHCP server is not available in the network, the names of the individual units integrated in the network are
laid down in a plan, and an IP address is assigned to each unit. All names and IP addresses must be unique.
Thus, the entire network must be described in a plan, so it is possible to distinguish between the individual
house controllers. See also the Technical Manual for FarmOnline Explorer.
IP configuration
MAC address

Unique hard-coded address This is used in connection with error tracing in the network.

IP setup method

Static IP

IP address

IP address: Internet Protocol address.

Configure with a unique address in relation to the other unit in the network. E.g.
192.168.1.101.
The gateway address and netmask are common for all units in the entire network.
Netmask

Netmask: Configure with the same netmask as the other units in the network. E.g.

255.255.255.0.
Gateway

Gateway address: The router of the network determines the address of the gateway.

See documentation included with the router for instructions in reading the gateway
address of the router.
Set the gateway address with the router's LAN IP address. E.g. 192.168.1.1.
Setup of IP address

IP setup method: Selecting Static IP / DHCP

Entering IP address, Net mask and Gateway.
Netmask and gateway must only be set when selecting Static IP.
The house controller is set to Static IP by default.
SKOV A/S recommends that you follow a standard network setup (See also FarmOnline Explorer Technical Manual).
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House 2
House 1

9.11 Backup
Select the menu Technical | Service | Settings | Backup.
It is possible to save and load a backup of the current settings and front
views.
The backup is overwritten every night (1:30 AM), so that there is always
an updated backup available.
It is possible to make a backup to the house controller's internal CPU
module, SD card or USB stick.
If settings are to be copied to other house controllers, use an SD card or
USB stick instead.

9.11.1 Backup of historical data
ARM based CPU module

IMX based CPU module

(One LAN port)

(2 x LAN ports)

This CPU module will automatically save all historical
data to the SD card, regardless of how menu settings
have been made.
Technical Manual

This CPU module will automatically save all
historical data to the internal memory and only
use the SD card as backup media.
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IMX based CPU module (2 x LAN ports)
Backup of historical data can be set to take place automatically once a day, which means that a new backup will
always be available if the CPU needs to be replaced. The backup is saved to an SD card in the CPU module.
If no previous backup has been made or if a new backup is required, this can be done manually at any time:
1. Select Save FarmOnline data in the menu Technical | Service | Settings | Backup | SD card.
2. Wait until the controller indicates that the backup has been saved.

9.12 UTC time
It is important that all house controllers in a network have a common time, which is independent of the local, set
time.
Therefore, the house controller operates with two different time settings. A local time, which the user can set in
the Management | House Data | Adjust date and time menu and the so-called UTC time (Coordinated Universal time corresponds to GMT), which the controller uses for common, internal time, e.g. when time-stamping
alarms.
However, the time viewed by the user is always the local time.
Select the menu Technical | Service | Settings | UTC time.
UTC is a default setting and both time settings of the controller are supported by a battery backup function. UTC time thus only needs to be set
in those cases where the climate controllers have been without battery
backup.
The current UTC time can be found on a website such as http://
www.timeanddate.com/worldclock

9.13 Display
Select the menu Technical | Service | Settings | Display.
Backlight

Set the brightness of the display for optimum reading in relation to the actual placement of the controller.

Backlight (Dimmed)

Set the brightness of the display when the controller is not being used.
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10 USB stick
USB stick
Save

Save settings and front views to backup
Save logs

Load

Load settings and front views
Load front views
Load settings

Install software
USB status
In the menu Technical | Service | USB stick
Using a USB memory stick enables you to copy the current setting of the
controller.
This way it is possible partly to save a backup copy of the setup, partly to
copy the setup to other controllers. It is also possible to save data from a
USB stick in the controller.

Figure 13: Cabinet cover with CPU module and USB port

Please note that there should only be one USB stick in the CPU module at a time when it is used
for storage of data and logs.

Save settings and front
views to backup

Copies data and set-up of front views from the controller to the USB stick.

Save logs

Copies the operation log to the USB stick.
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Load settings and front
views

Copies data and set-up of front views from the USB stick to the controller.

Load front views

Copies set-up of front views from the USB stick to the controller.

Load settings

Copies data from the USB stick to the controller.

Install software

Loads feature-software with additional functionality or an update to a later version.

SKOV A/S recommends that you always save the setup on a USB stick before updating a programme.

Save settings on a USB stick
Click

to create a new file to save the settings to.

Click

to delete saved settings.

Save log on a USB stick
Click

to create a new file to save a log to.

Indicate a name for the log.
Each log file is named using the name selected and given a time stamp.
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10.1 Software update
Important information
Loading a new program usually takes up to two minutes.
The power supply must not be disconnected while updating and the USB stick must not be
removed before the software update has been completely finished, i.e. before the graphic
user interface is accessible and usable again.
We advise against updating software when there are animals in the house.
During the update, all relays are released, e.g. to the shutter motors. The ventilation system will
thus be open, and all other functions will disconnect.
Should it be necessary to update the software while there are animals in the house, the update
should be carried out in the presence of an animal expert and observing the following precaution:
• Evaluate which climate climate functions are to be run in manual mode during the update, and
activate the manual switch for each of them to ensure that these conditions are maintained
during the software update.
• Remove the power supply (230 V and battery) from the emergency opening, if the air inlet and
air outlet should remain closed during updating.
CAN Protocol will remain unchanged after a software update. See also the Circuit Diagrams and
Cable Plans document.

10.1.1 Preparing for a software update
1. Note or take pictures of the current front view setup.
2. Note or take pictures of the current configuration under the menu Show connection (software update from
old to new software will reallocate individual inputs or outputs in some instances).
3. Note or take pictures of the management and climate values that are described in the chart below.
If there are animals in the house, it is very important to note the values that are described in the chart: (*If installed).
Menu

Function

Management

Batch day no.

Preset value

Number of set animals
Climate

Temperature setpoint
Heater temperature setpoint*
Humidity setpoint*
Minimum ventilation
Maximum ventilation

Production

Number of dead animals
Silo 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

If there are animals in the house, climate and production functions which need to be run manually
during the update must be activated now.

10.1.2 Carrying out the software update
1. Loosen the screws (A) that hold the front panel in place.
2. Lift out the front panel.
Be careful not to pull the flat cable, as this may damage the connector (B).
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3. Insert the USB stick containing the software update in the USB port (C) on the CPU module.

Select the required software version.
The installation process begins.

Settings are automatically saved before the update starts and are loaded
after the restart.

During the software update, the house controller will restart.

It is VERY important not to disconnect the power supply during update. The USB stick must not
be removed before the software update is fully competed, i.e. before the graphic user interface is
accessible and usable again. In other words, when the graphical user interface is accessible and
usable.
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When the graphic user interface is accessible again, the USB stick can be removed.
The software update is now complete.
If necessary, check the software version number via the menu Technical | Service information | CPU module.

10.1.3 Check after software update
It is very important to check that the climate controller works as it did before the update, as a few
connections may switch in connection with an update. The climate controller will provide a warning of this, but will not indicate which connection has been moved.
If there are animals in the livestock house, it is very important to check the noted values after the
update, so that the day number and all other settings are correct again.
1. Check the front view.
Compare the view with your notes or the pictures taken before the update. If the setup has been lost, you
must perform the setup for the front view again.
2. Check the configuration after the update in the menu Show connection
Check that the connections are as noted or as in the pictures taken before the update.
3. Set/check that operation and climate values are the same as before the update according to the
notes entered in the form.
If there are animals in the house, it is very important to check that the values from the chart are the same as
the values shown on the climate controller after the update.
4. Reset the climate components to automatic mode.
5. Check that the house controller works as it should by testing all components.
This can be done in the menu Manual/auto. You can test all the functions by activating 'manual'.
6. If the set-up has been copied from another house controller, all winch motors must be re-calibrated.
The controller will only load the calibration if it comes from the same house controller. Therefore, a calibration is required if it comes from another controller.
7. Set the Use password function as required.
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11 Memory
11.1 Error log
The error log contains a list of system errors indicating type, value and
time for troubleshooting use.

11.2 Operation log
The operation log saves the latest 100 changes of settings and the time
of the change. When all 100 storage locations are used, the oldest
change will disappear.
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12 Control parameters
12.1 The menu Control parameters
Ventilation

Winter factor
Side ventilation

P-band
Gain@100
Gain@1
Accept band
Sample time
Ventilation mode

PID
P

Differential time
Gradual limitation by

Flap
Ventilation
Switch function

Air inlet hysteresis
Roof inlet hysteresis
Tunnel air inlet hysteresis
Air outlet hysteresis
Delays

Roof inlet delay
Side inlet delay

Roof/ Side/Tunnel inlet
without feedback

Stop fan if inlet below

Inlet de-ice

Min. air inlet position

Accept band
Max. air inlet position
Hysteresis
Cycle time
Heat time

Cycle time side ventilation Cycle time
Minimum ON/OFF time
Air inlet delay
Cycle time tunnel ventilation

Cycle time

Comfort

Comfort ventilation

Minimum ON time
Start
Maximum
Comfort factor

Heat recovery unit

Anti ice

Cycle time
Time closed

Heating

House heater/ Stand-alone heater

Cycle time
Minimum ON time
Minimum OFF time
P-band
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Integration time
Floor heater

Cycle time
Pre runtime
P-band
Integration time

Side cooling

Cycle time
Minimum ON time
P-band
Integration time

Tunnel cooling

Frequency Control min. value
Tunnel effect curve
Cycle timer
Cycle time
Minimum ON time
Pre runtime
Rinse pads before tunnel
Runtime between bleed offs (Pad
rinsing)
Bleed off time (Pad rinsing)
Control mode
P-band
Integration time

Humidity control

Maximum temperature reduction
High outside temperature and humidity

Use humidity control
Block humidity control
Increase temperature
and block humidity control

Ventilation mode

Control mode

PID - user settings
Adaptive - self
learning

With PID

Outside temp. 20 °C/68
°F factor
Outside temp. 0 °C/32 °F
factor
Integration time (short)
Integration time (long)
Differential factor
Stop humidity vent.

Heat mode

Control mode

PID - user settings
Adaptive - self
learning

With PID

P-band
Integration time (short)
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Integration time (long)
Differential time
Heat recovery unit

Integration time (short)
Integration time (long)

Humidification

Cycle time
Minimum ON time
P-band
Integration time

Synchronize side cooling
and humidification with
fans

Synch. start with fan start
Stop with fan stop
Start synchronization delay

Pressure control

Accept band
Delta demand
Sample rate
Adjustment to outside temperature
Adjustment curve

Reduced minimum ventilation

Use for side ventilation
Reduce minimum ventilation to
Start at outside temperature
Max reduction at outside temperature

CO2 minimum ventilation

P-band
Integration time

NH3 ventilation

P-band
Integration time

Light control

P-band
Integration time

12.2 Ventilation
Side ventilation
P-band control
P-band

Working area for the ventilation.

Sample time

Time between each calculation of ventilation requirement.
Short time: Fast regulation.
Long time: Calm/slow regulation.

PID control
Gain@100
Gain@1

Gain at 0-100 % flap opening. Percentage flap per degree deviation from Temperature setpoint.
High gain: Large reaction.
Low gain: Small reaction.
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Accept band

Maximum acceptable error before the controller calculates a new ventilation requirement.

Sample time

Time between each calculation of ventilation requirement.
Short time: Fast regulation.
Long time: Calm/slow regulation.

Ventilation mode

Selecting if the ventilation is to be regulated according to a P-band or as PID.

Differential time

Short time: Small reaction.
Long time: Large reaction.

Gradual limitation by
Flap

Limits flap for air inlet. Gradual transition from Max. flap limitation to 100 %.
Ventilation

Limits flaps for air inlet and air outlet. Gradual transition from Max. flap limitation to
100 %.
Switch function

Limits flap for air inlet. Momentary transition from Max. flap limitation to 100 %.
Hysteresis

Changes smaller than this hysteresis are not made but summed up until they exceed the hysteresis.

12.2.1 Ventilation in relation to the outdoor temperature
Winter factor

The winter factor is used to influence the ventilation in case of changes in the outside temperature, before the temperature in the livestock house is affected.
Factor 1.0 does not have any effect. Factor 0.5 leads to half the ventilation in case
of a drop in the outside temperature of 12°C.

Minimum ventilation
setpoints

Cycle time
When the current air requirement is lower than the airflow provided by the minimum
air velocity, the tunnel fans run in cycle time mode.
The total runtime (ON + OFF time) of the tunnel fan
Minimum ON time
At ventilation requirement: The fan is ON for minimum this time.

12.2.2 Delays in changes
Roof inlet delay
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A negative delay means that side intake opens before roof intake.
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Side inlet delay

Delay of change to roof mode.

12.2.3 Air inlet without feedback
Stop fan if inlet below

In livestock houses with curtain openings, it can be difficult to change the curtain
position due to the negative pressure when the fans are running. It is possible to
stop the fans temporarily while the curtain run at smaller curtain openings than
stated here.

Accept band

The air intake is only regulated if the current position deviates more from the desired position than the accept band allows.

12.2.4 Inlet de-ice
Inlet de-ice. See also section De-icing of air inlet [} 19]
Minimum inlet position

Minimum inlet position for the air inlet when controlled according to cycle time.

Maximum inlet position

Maximum inlet position for the air inlet when controlled according to cycle time.

Hysteresis

The de-ice function stops when the outside temperature exceeds the temperature
set for de-icing + the temperature hysteresis.

Cycle time

ON + OFF-time of the de-icing relay

Heat time

The interval within one hour during which the fan in the air outlet stops. The function
can be overridden by setting heat time to 0.

12.2.5 Cycle time
Cycle time
Side ventilation

Cycle time. The total running time for steps, which modulate (ON + OFF time) or at
Cycle time.
Minimum ON/OFF time. When a step is activated, it will be ON/OFF for at least this
time. ON/OFF at Cycle time.
Air inlet delay
Open: Opening delay of air inlet at Cycle time.
Close: Closing delay of air intake with Cycle Time.

Tunnel ventilation

Cycle time. Total running time for cycle ventilation in tunnel mode.
Minimum ON time. The fans will run for at least this time.

The objective of the cycle timer function is to enable the control of air currents in the house at a minimum ventilation requirement.
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This function activates the ventilation briefly, thereby sending a stronger air jet through the livestock house. It
ensures a thorough replacement of air inside the livestock house.
Exhaustion %

Air inlet %

Sec.

Figure 14: When the ventilation requirement exceeds the capability of the cycle time function, the house controller will again
regulate the ventilation in relation to the inside temperature and air humidity.

12.2.6 Comfort
Comfort ventilation
Day

At batch production. Setting the comfort temperature as a curve over two day numbers.

Start [%]

Ventilation degree at which comfort is activated.

Maximum [%]

Ventilation degree at which maximum comfort temperature is reached.

Comfort factor

Small factor: Slow reaction.
High factor: Fast reaction.

12.2.7 Heat recovery unit
Cycle time

With the anti-icing function, the heat recovery unit runs a cycle where the air inlet
and air diffusion fan open and close to prevent ice from forming in the inlet.

Time closed

Total running time during which the air inlet is open and closed.

12.3 Heating
12.3.1 Room heating and stand-alone heater
Cycle time

ON + OFF time of the heating relay

Minimum ON time

At heating requirement: The heating relay is ON for minimum this time.

Minimum OFF time

When the heating relay is released, it is OFF for minimum this time.

P-band

Working area for 0-10 V heating.
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Integration time

Reaction time for heating.
Longer time: slow reaction.
Shorter time: faster reaction.

See also section Heating [} 26].

12.3.2 Floor heating
Cycle time

ON + OFF time of the heating relay

Pre runtime

Time from the heating relay is picked up until heating is physically supplied.

P-band

Working area for 0-10 V floor heating.

Integration time

Reaction time for floor heating.
Longer time: slow reaction.
Shorter time: faster reaction.

12.4 Cooling
12.4.1 Side cooling
When side cooling and humidification are set up on the same relay, the cycle time and ON time are shared.
Cycle time

ON + OFF time of the side cooling relay.

Minimum ON time

At cooling requirement: The side cooling relay is ON for minimum this time.

P-band

The proportional band according to which cooling is controlled.

Integration time

Reaction time for the cooling.
Short time: Fast reaction.
Long time: Slow reaction.

12.4.2 Tunnel cooling
Frequency Control min.
value

Setting the voltage that will ensure cooling with a minimum water output (2 liters/
minute per meter pad).
The setting depends on the length of the pads. If a pump is used for multiple pads
in different lengths, an average value is calculated.

Tunnel effect curve

At Hot&Dry
In the effect curve it is determined how long cooling is active.
Effect [%]. Cycle [%] Time: The four-point effect curve limits the start-up of the tunnel cooling, which in hot, dry areas has great cooling effect.

Cycle timer
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Select if the tunnel cooling should run with cycle timer.
Cycle time

ON + OFF time of the cooling relay.

Minimum ON time

At cooling requirement: The cooling relay is ON for minimum this time.

Pre runtime

Time from the cooling relay is picked up until cooling is physically added (flush
time).

Rinse pads before tunnel The time elapsed from when the pads are rinsed with water until the ventilation

switches to tunnel.
Runtime between bleed
offs (Pad rinsing)

Time between each bleed off.

Bleed off time (Pad rins-

The time in which drainage must run.

ing)
Control mode

Setting the control mode to PID - user settings or Adaptive - self learning.
See section Control modes [} 76].

P-band

The proportional band according to which cooling is regulated when using PID control.

Integration time

Reaction time for cooling when using PID control.
Short time: Fast reaction.
Long time: Slow reaction.

Rinse pads prior to tunnel

The time elapsed from when the pads are rinsed with water until the ventilation
switches to tunnel.

Runtime between bleed
offs (Pad rinsing)

Time between each bleed off.

Bleed off time (Pad rins-

The time in which drainage must run.

ing)

12.5 Humidity
12.5.1 Humidity control
Maximum temperature
reduction

At Temperature reduction.

High outside temperature and humidity

Selecting the required humidity control based on climate conditions and the animals’ needs.

Setting the Maximum reduction from Temperature setpoint when humidity ventilation is used.

In areas with high outside temperature and humidity, the standard humidity control
does not have a large effect as it just brings in more hot and humid air into the
house. It may therefore be an advantage to stop it and possibly let the inside temperature rise.
Use humidity control:
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Standard humidity control according to one of the following principles: Humidity ventilation, Temperature reduction or Humidity heat. The required principle is selected
in the menu Climate | Humidity | Humidity control mode.
Block humidity control:

The climate controller blocks the humidity control when it is hot and humid outside.
Increase temperature + block humidity control:

The climate controller blocks the humidity control when it is hot and humid outside
and the Temperature setpoint is increased to reduce the humidity. You should only
select this setting when the animals are able to withstand a rise in temperature.
See also the section Humidity in the User Manual.
Ventilation mode

In the case of humidity ventilation.
Setting the control mode: PID or adaptive.
See also the sections Humidity control at PID ventilation mode [} 73] and Humidity control at adaptive ventilation mode [} 73].

Heat mode

At Humidity heat
Setting the control mode: PID or adaptive.
See also the sections Humidity control at PID heat mode [} 74] and Humidity control at adaptive heat mode [} 74].

12.5.1.1 Humidity control at adaptive ventilation mode
Control mode

At humidity control according to the principle Humidity ventilation.
Select Adaptive - self learning for the humidity control to automatically adapt to the
conditions in the house in question.
Adaption time is set in the menu Climate | Humidity | Control settings | Ventilation adaption time.
The function is only available when a humidity sensor is installed.
See the section Adaptive control [} 77] for a general description of adaptive control.

12.5.1.2 Humidity control at PID ventilation mode
Outside temp. 20 °C/68
°F factor

Factor for humidity control. Ventilation is changed by 2.5 % for each 1 % RH at an
outside temperature of 20 °C.

Outside temp. 0 °C/32
°F factor

Factor for humidity control. Ventilation is changed by 1.5 % for each 1 % RH at an
outside temperature of 0 °C.

Integration time (short)

Reaction to too high humidity.
Longer time = slow ventilation build-up.
Shorter time = faster ventilation build-up.

Integration time (long)

Reaction to too low humidity.
Longer time = slow ventilation build-up.
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Shorter time = faster ventilation build-up.
Differential factor

Differential time for humidity ventilation.
Short time = modest reaction.
Long time = strong reaction.

See the section PID control [} 77] for a general description of PID control.

12.5.1.3 Humidity control at adaptive heat mode
Control mode

At humidity control according to the principle Humidity heat.
Select Adaptive - self learning for the humidity heat to automatically adapt to the
conditions in the house in question.
The adaption time is set in the menu Climate | Humidity | Control settings | Heat
adaption time.
The function is only available when a heat source and a humidity sensor are installed.
See the section Adaptive control [} 77] for a general description of adaptive control.

12.5.1.4 Humidity control at PID heat mode
P-band

The proportional band according to which heating is controlled.

Integration time (short)

Reaction to too high humidity.
Long time = slow heat supply.
Short time = fast heat supply.

Integration time (long)

Reaction to too low humidity.
Long time = slow heat supply.
Short time = fast heat supply.

Differential time

Differential time for humidity heat.
Short time = modest reaction.
Long time = strong reaction.

See the section PID control [} 77] for a general description of PID control.

12.5.2 Humidification
Cycle time

ON + OFF-time of the humidification relay.

Minimum ON time

At humidification requirement: The relay is ON for minimum this time.

P-band

The proportional band according to which humidification is controlled.

Integration time

Reaction time for humidification.
Short time: Fast reaction.
Long time: Slow reaction.
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12.5.3 Synchronizing with fans
The function starts humidification/side cooling and fans simultaneously in houses where it may be difficult to distribute the additional humidity evenly, or where humidification/side cooling is run frequently. Here you can
choose to start the fans simultaneously with the humidification/side cooling.
Sync. start with ventilation fans start

The humidification starts at the same time as the fans.

Stop with ventilation
fans stop

The humidification starts at the and stop same time as the fans.

This ensures there is sufficient moving air in the house to distribute the humidification.

To ensure that there is sufficient carrier air for the humidification, you can set the
humidification to only run in sync with the fans in the exhaust units.
Note that if there is not any ventilation requirement, the humidification cannot start
when this type of control is selected.

Start sync. delay

The time the fans should run before the humidification starts.

Humidification
Start

Stop

Start

Fans

Humidification with synchronization

Humidification with synchronization and stop simultaneously with fans
Figure 15: Synchronization of humidification/side cooling and fans

Opt to start humidification/side cooling and fans simultaneously in houses where there can be problems getting
the additional humidity to distribute evenly, or where humidification/side cooling is run frequently.

12.6 Pressure control
Accept band

When the pressure is within this range, the flap position of the air inlet does not
change, i.e. no new calculation is made.

Delta demand

Change of the air inlet flap position in percentage if the pressure is outside the accept
band.

Sample rate

The sample rate is a setting of how often a new calculation is to be made.

Adjustment to outside
temperature

In areas with very low outside temperatures, the pressure regulation in livestock
houses with ceiling inlet can be adapted to decreasing temperatures by using a pressure curve. A higher pressure level can prevent warm housing air from flowing up into
the air inlet and forming ice.

Adjustment curve

Outside temp./Pressure
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12.7 Reduced minimum ventilation
Use for side ventilation

Activating the function.

Reduce minimum ventilation
to

Setting the maximum reduction of the minimum ventilation that is reached
when the outside temperature falls to Max. reduction at outside temperature.

Start at outside temperature

Setting the outside temperature that will activate a reduction of the minimum
ventilation.

Max reduction at outside
temperature

Setting the outside temperature where the minimum ventilation is not further
reduced.

Outside temperature

Minimum ventilation

Minimum ventilation

Outside temperature range where minimum ventilation is reduced

Outside temperature

Figure 16: Reduction of minimum ventilation at low outside temperature

The reduction increases linearly (from 0 % at 5 °C, 20 % at -2.5 °C to 40 % at -10 °C).
At an outside temperature of -2.5 °C, a minimum ventilation of 30 % is thus reduced by 20 %, giving a reduction
of 6 %.

12.8 CO2 sensor
P-band

Working range of the sensor.

Integration time

Reaction timer of the sensor.
Longer time: slow reaction.
Shorter time: quicker reaction.

12.9 NH3 sensor
P-band

Working range of the sensor.

Integration time

Reaction timer of the sensor.
Longer time: slow reaction.
Shorter time: faster reaction.

12.10 Control modes
12.10.1 P-band control
The P-band control is used for, for example, the heating and cooling systems.
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At P-band control the climate controller will maintain a setting by continuing to adjust until the required level is
reached. Then no further adjustment is made until the setting has dropped by a certain value (P-band).

Figure 17: The P-band control will be less stable as the systems will start and stop to maintain the required setting.

12.10.2 PID control
PID control is used for, for example, ventilation and humidity control.
At PID control the climate controller will maintain a setting by continuing to adjust the control to maintain the required level.

Figure 18: PID control is a stable control as the climate controller continuously adapts the control to the required setting.

12.10.3 Adaptive control
Adaptive control is used for, for example, tunnel cooling and humidity control (as an alternative to PID control):
At adaptive control the climate controller will maintain a setting by continuing to adjust the control to maintain the
required level. Furthermore, it will take into account variable parameters, such as outside temperature and
adapt the control to the changed conditions.
Therefore, at adaptive control a lot less settings must be made to adapt the control to the house in question.

Figure 19: Adaptive control will automatically adapt to the changed conditions. The stability of the control depends on the
settings of adaption time.
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Slow
Moderate
Fast

Fast
Moderate
Slow

Figure 20: The regulation takes place within a band. The narrower the band, the faster the regulation can adjust the deviation between setting and measuring point. From the factory the adaption time is set to Moderate but it can be changed to
Fast and Slow.

The control follows the setting continuously

The control reacts too fast and changes
often. The setting can be changed to Slow.

The control reacts too slowly and the
deviation from the setting is too big. The
setting can be changed to Fast.

Figure 21: Check via the management program FarmOnline Explorer how stable the climate controller is able to keep the
control at the required level. It may be necessary to change the adaption time to make the control react faster or slower.
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13 Adjustment of pressure
13.1 The menu adjust negative pressure
Adjust negative pressure
Use two curves
Curve number

Side inlet 1-6

Curve 1
Curve 2

Adjust heat recovery unit
Adjust roof
Adjust side
Adjust tunnel
Adjust FreeRange
Use roof table
Heat recovery curve
Adjust heat
recovery
curve

Output Heat recovery unit
5.8
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
50.0
70.0
80.0
90.1
100.0

Side

100
80
50
50
10
0
0
0
0
0

0
10
15
20
25
50
70
80
90
100

R.flap
0
15
25
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Recirc
100
80
70
60
40
0
0
0
0
0

Adjust point
Use side curve for side
inlets
Pressure sensor
Inlet flap
Outlet flap
Side inlet
Roof curve
Adjust roof
curve

Output
0.0
1.0
3.0
5.0
8.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
23.0
25.0

R.fan
0
80
70
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Side
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Adjust point
Minimum air inlet
Pressure sensor
Roof inlet 1
Side curve
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Max. output at low capacity
Output
Adjust side
0.0
curve
1.0
8.0
16.0
20.0
28.0
33.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0

R.fan
0
80
70
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
100
100
100
100

R.flap
0
15
25
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
100
100
100
100

Side
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tunnel
30
40
60
80
100
100
100
100
100
100

Recirc
100
80
70
60
40
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Side 1
0
5
10
15
27
33
37
42
50
60
70
80
90
100

Side 2
0
5
10
15
27
33
37
42
50
60
70
80
90
100

Tunnel
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Adjust point
Pressure sensor
Side inlet 1-6
Tunnel inlet 1-4
Tunnel curve
Adjust tunnel
curve

Speed
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.30
2.50

Adjust point
Pressure sensor
Air speed cycle timer
Side inlet 1-6
Tunnel inlet 1-4
FreeRange curve
Adjust
FreeRang
e curve

Output

Side

0.0
1.0
8.0
16.0
20.0
28.0
33.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
100.0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Adjust point
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Side inlet
Tunnel inlet
Active pressure
Roof pressure curve

Side pressure curve

Tunnel
pressure
curve

Output Pres0.0 sure
1.0
5
3.0
5
5.0
5
8.0
7
10.0
9
15.0
11
20.0
18
23.0
23
25.0
26
30
Output Pres0 sure
1
0
8
25
16
35
20
30
28
25
33
25
40
20
50
20
96
20
97
20
98
20
99
20
100
20
20
Speed Pres0.60 sure
0.80 15,0
1.00 25,0
1.20 35,0
1.40 30,0
1.60 25,0
1.80 25,0
2.00 20,0
2.30 20,0
2.50 20,0
20,0

13.2 Setting up pressure curves
Based on the current ventilation requirements, the controller will regulate air pressure based on the relation between air outlet and air intake presented in a curve sequence.
Adjust the negative pressure by making a curve course for the required pressure.
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When the house has a pressure sensor, the active pressure function can be used to regulate the air pressure directly by setting the required pressure.
Negative pressure (Pa)

Nominal output
Outlet 25 %

53,200 m3/h
13,300 m3/h

Air inlet (flap position) %
Figure 22: Adjustment of negative pressure 1: Air inlet (flap position)

This negative pressure curve is ideal for a given system, depending on the type of winch motor used.
Exhaustion in % of nominal output
Outlet %

Side

0
1
8
16
20
28
33
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0
5
10
15
27
33
37
42
50
60
70
80
90
100

Air inlet (flap position) %
Figure 23: Adjustment of negative pressure 2: Air outlet

To obtain this negative pressure curve, the relation between exhaustion and inlets could be like this.
The controller will has three different ventilation modes: roof, side and tunnel, and, by setting up a ventilation sequence, it can change between these modes in order to optimize the ventilation for changing climatic conditions
(e.g. air humidity, inside and outside temperatures).
The menu Climate indicates what the current ventilation mode is.

In areas with large fluctuations in the outside temperature, the ventilation sequence can be optimized, from minimum to maximum ventilation, by using one of the three ventilation modes; roof, side and tunnel.
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In case of pressure adjustment, there are 10 curve points at your disposal in roof and tunnel mode and 14 curve
points in side mode. Both air outlet and air inlet are adjustable at each curve point, and each curve point must
be adjusted separately.
In the menu Technical | Service | Adjust negative pressure
Select the ventilation mode to be adjusted (Adjust roof/Adjust side/Adjust tunnel).
The roof mode curve must be activated before it becomes visible in the
menu.
In houses with no requirement for an actual roof curve, the roof inlet
curve can be adjusted under Adjust side.

When a mode has been selected (roof/side/tunnel), it is only possible to
make adjustments in the settings for this mode.

Select Adjust point and select the curve point to be adjusted.

Select Adjust side curve.
The vertical series of numbers show you the curve values for:
Output: Required exhaustion as a percentage of the nominal output.
Side: Flap position 0-100%

Tunnel: Tunnel opening 0 -100%
Select a value and press for access to change it.
Select Adjust point and select the next curve point to be adjusted.
Repeat the setup as described above for all ten curve points.

Setup of tunnel is made in the same way.
As regards tunnel, the curve values are set for:
m/s: Air speed m/sec.
Side: Flap position 0-100%
Tunnel: Tunnel opening 0 -100%

Select a value and press for access to change it.
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13.2.1 Using two curves for air intake
You can set up two separate curves for air intake so that they can be regulated independently.
When using more than one curve, each of max. six air intakes must be
associated to the curve according to which it shall be operating.
Note that when using two curves and the De-icing air inlet function, the
de-icing will be active alternately for the air inlets for curve 1 and curve 2.

13.3 Setting change between roof and side ventilation
The default setting of the side curve makes it start at 0%.
When the controller controller is set up with roof ventilation, it is therefore important to change the side curve so
it starts as a minimum at the last output point of the roof curve.
By making a step between the last point of the roof curve and the first point of the Side curve - e.g. from 25% to
30% - it is possible to create a dead band in the ventilation which makes the transition between the two modes
more smooth.

13.4 Setting of minimum air inlet
The function Minimum air inlet makes it possible to set a required air inlet opening when the controller is running minimum ventilation in roof and side mode.
When the Cycle Time function is used, it is the position of Side inlet 1,
which is entered as minimum air intake.

13.5 Synchronization of room heating and air inlets
The function is designed for cold areas, where ventilation is done with Minimum air inlet.
Select ON to avoid adding heat while ventilating.
This will witch the room heaters off while the air inlets are open.

If the heat demand cannot be met while the inlets are closed, heat will, however, also be added while the inlets
are open.
This function is used with relay controlled heating, such as gas canons.

13.6 Activation of cycle time at tunnel ventilation
The function Air speed cycle timer distributes the air in the house when tunnel ventilating at low ventilation requirement (e.g. below 0.8 m/s).
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13.7 Adjusting active pressure
When adjusting active pressure, there are 14 curve points in side and 10 curve points in tunnel mode at your
disposal. Select the menu Technical | Service | Adjust negative pressure | Active pressure
Two vertical series of numbers show you the curve values for Output and
Pressure.
Set the required exhaustion (side pressure curve: a percentage of the
nominal output 0-100%).
Set the required pressure.

Set the roof pressure curve and tunnel pressure curve in the same way (exhaustion: Tunnel pressure curve: air
speed m/sec.).

13.8 Adjustment of stepless unit
The adjustment of the stepless units is important for the controller to ensure the correct relation between the fan
voltage and flap position of the air outlet, and thus the correct fan output. This is also important to maintain pressure stability.
Fan

Output

Flap

0.0

0.0

0.0

58.0

15.0

32.0

58.0

25.0

41.0

54.0

45.0

58.0

55.0

55.0

66.0

55.0

85.0

86.0

100.0

90.0

85.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 4: Curve values for stepless unit
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The air outlet’s flap position and fan voltage %
Shutter position

Fan voltage

Capacity %
Vent. [%]

Fan voltage

Capacity [%]

Output for the stepless fan

Flap [%]

Flap position for air outlet

With Dynamic MultiStep, two set-ups must be carried out for the stepless units for low regulation and high regulation respectively. See also section Dynamic MultiStep [} 21]
See also the section Standard settings for stepless fan [} 33].

13.9 Set-up of pressure curves on heat recovery unit
In houses with heat recovery units, regulation of ventilation will alternate between two different low pressure
curves, all depending on which ventilation mode the house controller is running in.
Heat recovery unit mode: pressure curve for heat recovery unit with 10 points.
Side mode (LPV): pressure curve for side mode (side inlet) with 14 points.
Pressure curves shall thus be set up for both heat recovery unit mode and for side mode.
Changing from heat recovery unit to side mode takes place from the last point on the heat recovery unit's pressure curve (point 10).
For optimal use of the heat recovery unit, the system should be set up to allow the controller to stay in heat recovery unit mode in as large a part of the ventilation sequence as possible.
When adjusting the negative pressure, there are two modes of configuration.

Use the side inlet's side curve (Yes).

Use the side inlet's side curve (No).

Heat recovery unit is using the side curve

Side integrated into the heat recovery curve

The heat recovery unit has no effect on the house
negative pressure.

The heat recovery unit has major effect on the house
negative pressure.
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Use the side inlet's side curve (Yes).

Use the side inlet's side curve (No).

When the ventilation requirements exceed the heat re- The negative pressure can be controlled throughout
covery unit's capacity, the negative pressure cannot
the heat recovery mode.
be controlled in heat recovery mode.
Easy adjustment - as in side.

Setting the additional side curve for heat recovery
mode.

Heat recovery unit is using side mode curve
Select the menu Technical | Service | Adjust negative pressure | Heat
recovery unit

Select that the heat recovery mode uses the side curve to regulate the air
inlets.

Setup
1. Adjust the negative pressure curve for the side mode as for an LPV
house. In the heat recovery unit's negative pressure curve, no side inlet is shown. The side inlet opening is regulated by the negative pressure curve.
2. Adjust the negative pressure curve for heat recovery.

With this set-up, the side inlet and outlet are used when the ventilation requirement exceeds the heat recovery
unit's capacity. The side inlet opening is regulated by the negative pressure curve.

13.9.1 Heat recovery unit with integrated side curve
This setup allows the negative pressure regulation to be exact, and the side inlet opening can be associated
with the heat recovery unit output and the current ventilation requirement.
Adjust the negative pressure curve for side mode as for an LPV house (without worrying about the heat recovery unit). This curve is used when the heat recovery unit is not active.
Select the menu Technical | Service | Adjust negative pressure | Heat
recovery curve

Select No so that the heat recovery mode uses its own curve to regulate
the air inlets.
This makes the controller establishes a side curve into the heat recovery
curve (see below).

Adjust the negative pressure curve for the heat recovery unit to ensure
correct negative pressure at all points of the curve. This curve is used
when the heat recovery unit is active.
First set the columns for Heat recovery unit and Side as desired.
Next, adjust the points for Output in order to get the desired negative
pressure.
It is recommended that the points in Side correspond to the first ten
points of the Side curve.

There is no regulation in heat recovery unit mode under the following conditions:
Technical Manual
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• The heat recovery unit has deactivated due to the outside temperature (high/low).
• The heat recovery unit is in cleaning mode.
• The user has turned off the heat recovery unit.
• The ventilation requirement is greater than the heat recovery unit can provide (the last point on the heat recovery unit's curve).
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14 Import data from replaced controller
This function may only be used when replacing a house controller or parts of it, as the function
copies the IP address, house name, historical data, calibration values etc.
In order to prevent data loss when replacing a defective house controller or individual hardware parts, it is possible to import all types of data from the SD card.
The SD card should contain data that has been saved manually or by daily backup.

All house controller data

When data from an SD card is imported to a replaced house controller, the existing
setup is fully restored, complete with calibration values and front views. All historical
data such as silo status and number of animals is also imported.

SD status

Display of SD card’s status. The status must be Mounted when importing data.

1. Insert the SD card from the old CPU module into the new CPU module.
2. Select the menu Technical | Service | Import data from replaced controller.
3. Select SD card | All controller data.
4. Wait for the house controller to restart automatically.
5. Disconnect the power to the controller.
6. Connect the power to the controller again.
Steps 5) and 6) are necessary in order to ensure that both the controller and all components/sensors are configured and function as expected.
Once the import is complete, it is recommended that you remove the old SD card and mount the SD card that
came with the new CPU module instead.
This is done because the previous backup uses a large amount of memory on the previous SD card and prevents a new backup being made.
Another option is to format the previous SD card in order to free up its memory.
Select Format SD card in the menu Technical | Service | Setting | Backup | SD card.
SKOV A/S recommend that the house controller is set up to make automatic daily backups of historical data (in
the menu Technical| Service | Settings | Backup | Daily backup of FarmOnline-data).
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15 Resetting data
Please note that the controller will restart after it has been reset.

Reset settings

The controller deletes all settings and restores the factory settings.

Reset FarmOnline data

The controller deletes all data that has been saved in connection with the management programme. The house must be set up again in the programme's configurator.

Reset settings and FarmOnline-data

The controller deletes all settings and restores the factory settings. It also deletes all
data that has been saved in connection with the management programme (the
house must be set up again in the programme’s configurator).

90
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16 Operation access
You can restrict access to change the setup of the climate controller using passwords. To change the technical
settings and set up the climate controller, you must enter a password that corresponds with the user level in
which you find the function in question.
Daily user e.g.
• Entry of number of animals
• Changing of set values
• Batch start/batch end
Advanced user
• Changing of batch curves and alarm settings
• Set the controller to manual mode
Service user
• Changing setups and settings under Technical Menu
Select the menu: Technical | Use password.
If you do not operate the controller for ten minutes, you have to re-enter a password.
Minor changes via the front view Daily view can be done without logging
in This applies, for example change of temperature setpoint.

16.1 Remote control via Service Access
House controllers that are part of a network can be controlled remotely via the management FarmOnline Explorer on a local PC or on a PC with internet access.
The icon for the user menu will change to red when climate or production
controller is controlled remotely.
The display shows how the controller is controlled remotely:

See also FarmOnline Explorer Technical manual.
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17 Troubleshooting guide
• Is there 230 V current on terminals A1+ A2 (if not, check installation fuses and fault current relay)?
• Is the change-over switch of the fan speed controller MAN/AUT set on AUT?
• Is the controller set to automatic control?
• Are the temperature sensors OK?
• Is the motor relay/switch of the fan OK?
• Is the source of heating and its supply OK?
• Is the winch motor and its change-over switches OK?
• Is the electrical connection of the winch motors correct? See the circuit diagrams; please pay extra attention
to the supply voltage via the relays.
• Is the potentiometer of the winch motor adjusted?
• Is the controller installed correctly?

17.1 Temperature sensor control table
17.1.1 Table for DOL 114 temperature sensor control
°C

°F

V

-40

-40.0

0.00

-35

-31.0

-30

°F

V

°F

V

6

42.8

4.60

28

82.4

6.80

0.50

7

44.6

4.70

29

84.2

6.90

-22.0

1.00

8

46.4

4.80

30

86.0

7.00

-25

-13.0

1.50

9

48.2

4.90

31

87.8

7.10

-20

-4.0

2.00

10

50.0

5.00

32

89.6

7.20

-15

5.0

2.50

11

51.8

5.10

33

91.4

7.30

-10

14.0

3.00

12

53.6

5.20

34

93.2

7.40

-9

15.8

3.10

13

55.4

5.30

35

95.0

7.50

-8

17.6

3.20

14

57.2

5.40

36

96.8

7.60

-7

19.4

3.30

15

59.0

5.50

37

98.6

7.70

-6

21.2

3.40

16

60.8

5.60

38

100.4

7.80

-5

23.0

3.50

17

62.6

5.70

39

102.2

7.90

-4

24.8

3.60

18

64.4

5.80

40

104.0

8.00

-3

26.6

3.70

19

66.2

5.90

41

105.8

8.10

-2

28.4

3.80

20

68.0

6.00

42

107.6

8.20

-1

30.2

3.90

21

69.8

6.10

43

109.4

8.30

0

32.0

4.00

22

71.6

6.20

45

113.0

8.50

1

33.8

4.10

23

73.4

6.30

50

122.0

9.00

2

35.6

4.20

24

75.2

6.40

55

131.0

9.50

3

37.4

4.30

25

77.0

6.50

60

140.0

10.00

4

39.2

4.40

26

78.8

6.60

5

41.0

4.50

27

80.6

6.70
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17.1.2 Table for DOL 12 temperature sensor control
°C

kΩ*

V

°C

kΩ*

V

°C

kΩ*

V

-40

82.50

8.08

15

20.71

5.29

38

10.72

3.73

-35

76.84

7.96

16

20.09

5.22

39

10.45

3.67

-30

70.60

7.83

17

19.48

5.15

40

10.19

3.61

-25

63.97

7.68

18

18.90

5.07

41

9.94

3.55

-20

57.18

7.49

19

18.33

5.00

42

9.70

3.50

-15

50.50

7.26

20

17.79

4.93

43

9.47

3.44

-10

44.12

7.00

21

17.26

4.85

44

9.24

3.39

-5

38.22

6.70

22

16.76

4.78

45

9.03

3.34

0

32.91

6.37

23

16.27

4.71

46

8.82

3.29

1

31.92

6.30

24

15.79

4.64

47

8.62

3.24

2

30.96

6.23

25

15.34

4.57

48

8.43

3.19

3

30.02

6.16

26

14.90

4.50

49

8.24

3.14

4

29.11

6.09

27

14.48

4.43

50

8.06

3.09

5

28.23

6.02

28

14.07

4.36

55

7.26

2.87

6

27.37

5.95

29

13.68

4.30

60

6.59

2.68

7

26.53

5.88

30

13.30

4.23

65

6.04

2.51

8

25.72

5.81

31

12.93

4.16

70

5.57

2.36

9

24.94

5.73

32

12.58

4.10

75

5.18

2.23

10

24.17

5.66

33

12.24

4.03

80

4.86

2.11

11

23.44

5.59

34

11.91

3.97

85

4.58

2.02

12

22.72

5.51

35

11.60

3.91

90

4.35

1.95

13

22.03

5.44

36

11.30

3.85

95

4.15

1.91

14

21.36

5.37

37

11.01

3.79

100

3.99

1.90

*Measured when no current is supplied
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18 Technical data
Electrical
Rated voltage

V AC

115*, 200* and 230/240 (*not speed controller)

Operating voltage

V AC

103.5-264

Frequency

Hz

50/60

Effect

W

75

Max. power consumption

A

0.7

Main module

Configurable main module. Number 0-10 V:
-11 inputs and 2 outputs – or
- 9 inputs and 4 outputs – or
- 7 inputs and 6 outputs
Inputs

Outputs/power supply
Outputs
Relays

7 x 0-10 V DC Input impedance 2.1 mOhm
2 x 15 V DC power supply +/- 10 % max. 40 mA in total
2 x 0-10 V DC Output impedance 100 Ohm
12 x NO/NC potential free
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250Vac/5Aac
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250Vac/2Aac
2 x motor supply 24 V DC +/-20 %. Max. 0.4 A (in total for the entire
controller).
2 x supply for winch motor potentiometer 10 V DC, max. 40 mA in total
1 x alarm relay NC, max. 24 V 2 A. Min. 12 V 10 mA

IO type 15, 10RL 8AI 8AO
Inputs
Outputs
Relays

No jumpers. Requires external resistors for use with e.g., water meters. Comes with resistors.
8 x 0-10 V DC Input impedance 2.1 mOhm
8 x 0-10 V DC Output impedance 10 Ohm
10 x NO/NC potential free max.
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250Vac/5Aac
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250Vac/2Aac
1 x motor supply 24V DC +/- 20%, 0.4 A

Pulsed input
(e.g. water meter, energy
meter)

Minimum pulse length: 75 ms
Minimum pulse pause: 75 ms
Maximum frequency/pulse per sec.: 6 Hz

IO type 3, 10RL 8AI 8AO
Inputs

With jumpers for configuration of inputs.

Outputs
Relays

Pulsed input
(e.g. water meter, energy
meter)

8 x 0-10 V DC Input impedance 2.1 mOhm
8 x 0-10 V DC Output impedance 10 Ohm
10 x NO/NC potential free max.
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250Vac/5Aac
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250Vac/2Aac
Minimum pulse length: 75 ms
Minimum pulse pause: 75 ms
Maximum frequency/pulse per sec.: 6 Hz
1 x motor supply 24V DC +/- 20%, 0.4 A

Network
Network interface

2 x 10/100 BASE+TX RJ 45

USB

2 x USB 2.0 A type

Accessories
Speed control (output)
94

Motor load, max. 6.8 A 230-240V AC/min. 150 W
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Environment
Storage temperature

°C (°F) -10 to +45 (+14 to 113)
°C (°F) -25 to +60 (-13 to +140)

Relative humidity, operation

% RH

Operating temperature

Protection class

IP

0-80
54 (splash-proof)
It is assumed that the base surface is flat, i.e. ≤ there is a 1.5 mm difference in height, and the front panel screw is tightened to a minimum
of 1.5 Nm.

Mechanical
Cable knock-out holes
Large

Small

30 x M25 For metrical cable
glands

20 x M25 For metrical cable
glands

Large

Small

Shipment
Dimensions (H x W x D)

mm

381 x 568 x 170

381 x 400 x 170

Dimensions crated H x W x
D

mm

421 x 608 x 230

425 x 555 x 195

Weight

g

7800

5800

Shipping weight

g

9200

6900

18.1 Dimensioned sketch
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19 Functionality
System software
LPV

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro
X

P

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M

Lay
S

X

Tunnel

X

Tunnel-Plus

X

Combi-tunnel (side + tunnel)

X

X

X

Natural
Natural feature can be acquired

X

Soft Chill feature can be acquired

X

X
X
X*

Experienced temperature feature
can be acquired

X*

Ventilation and temperature
Two-zone

X

X

Dynamic Air

X

X

MultiStep

X

X

X

Dynamic MultiStep (side and tunnel)

X

X

X

Side MultiStep

16

16

Tunnel MultiStep

X

16

16

Minimum ventilation in % and m3/
animal

X

X

X

X

PID control (or P-band)

X

X

X

X

Number of stepless groups controlled separately

2

2

2

Number of flaps in each stepless
group

1

1

1

Cycle timer minimum side ventilation

X

X
X

Cycle timer minimum tunnel ventilation

X

Active pressure control - inlets

X

X

Comfort control

X

X

Heat wave comfort control (batch
production)

X

X

Day and night adjustment

X

X

De-ice function for inlets

X

X

Zone controlled inlets

X

X

Extra ventilation (*CT-variant in
side-mode)

X

X

CO2 minimum ventilation control

X

X

X

NH3 ventilation

X

X

X

Outside temperature sensor

X

X

X

X

Stir fan control

4

4

4

4

96
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System software

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

Heat recovery unit (only 1 zone
houses)

X

X

FreeRange

X

X

Pop holes

X

X

Winter garden

X

X

Display of user-offset for temperature setpoint

X

X

X

X

Number of room heating units

6

6

6

6

Number of stand-alone heaters

4

4

4

4

Control of floor heating (according
to outside temperature)

X

X

Display of floor heating return temperature

X

Outside humidity sensor

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via "humidity ventilation”

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via “temperature
reduction”

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via “heating control”

X

X

X

X

Humidification control

X

X

X

Adaptive humidity control

X

X

X

X

Intelligent humidity control by outdoor conditions

X

X

X

X

Automatic change of humidity control principle on day number

X

X

X

X

3

3

P

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M

Lay
S

Heating

X

Humidity

Cooling
Control - Side cooling
Control - Tunnel cooling

6

6

Adaptive tunnel cooling

X

X

X

Cooling before maximum ventilation

X

X

X

X

X

Cooling pad cleaning function
Nozzle cleaning (side cooling)
Use effect curve

X

X
X

X

Production
Feed
Feed weigher (type per house)

1

See table for feed weighers available for different feed systems.
Drum weigher (DOL 99B):
X
- drum weigher shared by two
X
houses
- feed mixing
X

Technical Manual
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1

1

1

1

1

1

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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System software
- number of feed components
Weigher 9940:
- weigher shared by two houses
- feed mixing
- number of feed components
Tip weigher
Electronic silo weigher
- silos (shared with electronic silo
weigher 2)
Electronic silo weigher with shared
cross auger
Day silo weigher (with dest. Feeding
and tier feeding)
Time-controlled weigher
Time-controlled weigher with cross
auger
Manual entry
Feed counter

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

P

5
X
X
X
5
X
2
4

1
X
X

2

2

1
X
2
4

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
5
5
5
5
5
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
5
5
5
5
5
X
X
X
X
X
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4

Lay
S
5
X
X
X
5
X
2
4

2

2

2

2

2

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Silos

X
X
5

X
X
2

X
X
5

X
X
5

X
X
5

X
X
5

X
X
4

X
X
2

Naming of silos

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pan feeding

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Chain feeding

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

24
X
X

16
X
X

8
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

12
X
X
X

4
X
X
X

1
X
X
X

Feed control

Destination feeding
Number of destinations
Week program
Pause in case of input from external
device
Refilling (small destinations)
Feed separation shutter (male/female)
Tier feeding
Number of feeding groups
Dosing hopper
Animated feeding
Pause in case of input from external
device
Split feeding

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Feed mixture according to graph

X

Automatic silo switch

X

Combined feed weigher and silo
weigher

X

X

X

X

X

X

Shared silo content with other
houses

5

5

5

5

5

4

Empty silo sensor

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
X
X
X
X
X

24

6

24

16

8

24

8

1

Naming of water meter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Water program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Control according to light program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Stop relay for water consumption

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Leakage control

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

64

64
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DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

Control according to light program

P

Lay
S
X

Water
1

Water meter

1

1

1

Water level sensor
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Weighers

12

2

12

12

12

12

4

2

Manual registration of weight

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Inspection weight

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light dimmer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light sensor

X
3
5

X
3
1

X
6
5

X
6
5

X
6
5

X
7
5

X
4
4

X
2
1

Boost function

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Inspection light

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light dimmer controlled by light
sensor

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Water control feature can be purchased separately (flushing)
Bird weigher

Light

Main light
Slave light

Light color
X

Changing light intensity

X

X

X

X

Nest control
Nest control
Scratching area control
Scratching area control
24-hour clock
10

10

10

10

4

4

32

16

0

32

8

1

Egg counter positioning input terminals

6

4

0

Egg sizes

X

X

Weight of eggs

X

X

X

1

1

1

24-hour clocks

1

1

1

1

8

4

Egg counter
Egg counter

Miscellaneous
Number of houses per controller

Technical Manual
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1

1

1

1
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System software

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

P

User-defined inputs
Interval timers
Auxiliary sensor

8

8

8

4

Reference values

X

X

X

X

Key values

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
6
6
6
6
6

Lay
S
6

6

6

6

6

6

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Curve control (temp., humidity, min.
vent, max. vent.)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Trend curves

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

In-between function (soaking/washing/drying/disinfection)

X

X

X

X

Catching

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

User-defined front views

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Frost protection of empty section

X

X

Three password levels

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Comprehensive alarm functions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Operation and alarm logs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Support of emergency opening DOL
278T

X

X

X

Energy consumption monitoring

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Remote Access (via FarmOnline)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

* Only for production of broilers on floor.
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